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Bids for Winterm 
No. 7  
ist Frosh Committees Committee Leader 
To Continue Work Distributed Today Position Available 
Free bids to the Wintermist formal Ftailay night will be di-Are On March 16 Mixer 
buted to ASH card holders today and tomorrow in the Outer Quad 
according to Bill Squires, chairman of the Social Affairs Committee. Four Freshman Cia.ss corn-
The dance will be held in the Civic Auditorium from 9 p.m. until mittees today
 will continue work 
1 a.m. The Wintermist is traditionally formal and dark suits will be : or their "March Madness" mixer 
. acceptable dress for men and : according to Bill Sturgeon, tern-formal
 
,  Cr ballerina-lerlgth gowns 
R a dio, TV Guild suitable , , l for wemen. The Commie- porary class president 
a tee asks that no flowers be brought , Last week the rules and games 
Presents Western to 
the siance. I committee planned four games 
Comedian J. cy Rarclin and or the March 16 Fr.sh-Soph
 Mix-
Comedy Tomorrow vocalists Bob Calahan and Ardeen , erthe  traditional "tue a war." a DeCaem will be guest entertainers four-legged race, an 
at the t dance Beth vocalists have , 
Lewin SI3I’’’’ " .A.c""." had experience with Ray Hackett !sing contest (without using hands) 
comedy will be Presented by the ; 
SJS Radio and Television Guild ; who is fur°ishing
 
C-,e orchestra a and a "pm and needle" game. 
for the evening, Squires explain- i The decorations group
 selected tomorrow at 9:05 p.m. over KEEN. !ea i a 
-Lions and Lambs" theme last The hero of "Peace Levin Man"! 
is Hubert Tulbit, a timid little ’ "Frosted Faetasy" is the theme , 
 . 
week. and alreads’ has drawn 
Today Is Deadline 
For Filing Peiitions 
Candidates etlerently circulat-
ing their petitions for atudeot 
holy offices are reminded by Boh 
Beeksr. chief Justice sf the Stu-
dent Court, tat all such peetinns 
must he returned to the ASH Of-
fieo prior to thie afternoon’s 3 
o’clock deadline. 
Becker’s reminder was issised 
at yesterday’s informal session 
of the Student Court, which was 
forced out of its usual meeting 
place by the blood drive 
Applications Open 
Until Noon Today 
Altia sis 11.‘%ƒ applications 
were filed by yesterday after-
noon, the po.sition of recognition 
committee chairman was still 
withotit a candidate. according to 
Den Hubbard. ASS president. 
Students interested in apply-
ing for the recently opened ap-
pointive offices ef recognition 
committee chairman or member DR. WILLIAM VATCHER 
at large, senior Justice, or home-
coming committee chairman, have
. . Candidate 
until noon today
 to file. 
to death if he. ever raised his ’ be on winter in the outdoors. , 
large posters and designs which 1 The Freshman Clisse slated to set the application total to 20, of 
Recent submissions have push-
sheriff who would scare
 
himself for the dance, an emphasis ee 1 I , 
voice. Trees, stars and snowmen will %vill adorn the walls of the Wo- be tried for violation of the ad- , which 15 have been requests to ƒ
What happen,
 when a New ! make the winter picture complete.  men’s Gym. Today’s meeting will ’ vertising code, was granted their fill one of the eight member-at-
York gangster and his hired kit- I Squires said decoration commit- be a painting session. second extension In as many large 
poets. 
tees have been working every . v.veles. They are expected to be Students who have applied due-ler take over Huberts home town The entertainment staff will Tuesday and Thursday afternoons ’ have 
to trial before the Court is bound to prove intere.sting y the Sophomore Class act ! in the dugout below the Health ’a " at next Tuesday’s meeting according to Mary Bernhardt, 
Radio and Television Guild pub- ;Office to complete the decorations. , nut parts in an "Alice in Wonder- ir No other business less taken 
I ! licity representative. I The next and last meeting of land" skit. UP at yesterday’s session, but Bee-
John Slagle, Dale
 Koby, Rich- i the decorations committee will a The publicity committee will , ker announced that the list of held in the dugout tomorrow ard McIntosh and John Wulzen be , meet
 to paint posters and a ban- ’ eligible candidates for the forth -
are 
I i 
playing the lead roles in the a afternoon at 2:30 o’clock. I coming elections will be released 
  
show. 
:nee 
I later in the week. Here is a list of today’s meet-
  
Others in the cast are Mary I He also expressed the hope that 
,
Olga: I the student body will provid Bernhardt. Jim Houston, Ron e 
Moesle, Ron, Mullenbach, Ken Dr. Sweeney Will Publicity, -- 2:30 p.m. in the :"a good turnout foe next week
Savika.s and Philip Upton. Dugout. : election." 
Terry Simerly and Elaine Tho- Lecture at Senior ’ Rules and games   2:30 p.m. in I Election campaigning commen-mas
 are sound and music techni- ’ the Student Union. : ces Monday and will run through 
ding
 engineer.
w 
0 
Entertainment and decoration  the election days of March 8 and 1 rietmg Tomorrow  3:3 p.m. in the Student Union.  ans and Jack Acord is record- ’    b " 
Frank T. McCann is director of i 1  the show. Continuing the Senior Briefing i  
--
speakers series, "Our Increasing 
- 
’ Responsibilities as College Gradu-
ates," Dr. William G. Sweeney. Noted Electronics , professor of education, will ad-
’ dress the seniors tomorrow in 
Morris Dailey Auditorium, accord-Engineer To Speak . Class adviser, ing to James F. Jacebs, Senior 
At IRE Meeting Dr. Sweeney’s theme, "Our Col-, lege Possessions," will remind graduates of the vital intellectual 
possessions San Jose State has Dr. Bernard
 Oliver, noted elec- helped them to gain; possessions ironies engineer, will speak at . which, in the words of Dr Swee-the Institute of Radio Engineers ne- e y neither rust nor moth can 
meeting tonight at 7:30 o’clock in 
consume"  Room Ella. according to Al Hall. 
 president
 of the student chapter. Seniors at the Lriefing will also 
Dr. Oliver’s topic will be. "The elect officers for the summer
sessions. IRE and Your Professional
 Ca- Seniors also will be 
reer " A question and answer 
period will be held after the 
talk. 
,Dr Oliver has been recently
 
selected by the IRE as "Engineer 
of the Year" for 1956. 
lie receiveci his A.B. degree
 
from Stanford University in 1935, 
his M.S. degree from California 
Polytechnic State College in 1936 
and his Ph.D. in 1940.
 He worked 
as an exchange student in Ger-
many for one year before the 
Mai invasion of Poland. 
From 1939-1952 he worked ii 
the Bell Laboratories in TV re-
search and radar development.
 ! 
He is now direotor of research for 
Hewlett-Packard Co. 
Dr. Oliver became a Fellow in 
the IRE in 1954 and is at pm-vie 
chairman of the San Francisco 
section of the IRE. 
  
Vets Are To Sign 
Attendance forms for Febru-
ary are to be sigued this iseek. 
They should be signed by all 
telerans planning to attend 
school this semester under PI, 
550. 
WAA Installs New 
Officers Tonight 
New officers and managers
 of 
the Women’s Athletic Association 
will be installed tonight at the 
seventh annual
 WAA Awards 
Banquet. 
The banquet will be held at 
the Old Plantation House on San 
Antonio Road and El Camino 
Real in Los Altos. 
Major Dean M. Bressler. assis-
tant professor of military science 
and tactics, will be guest speaker. 
His topic will be "Travels with 
the U.S. eliiN  
UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP 
Few Applications 
log the past two weeks will be 
afternoon at 2:30 o’clock in the At C interviewed by the Council this 
Vaicher To Seek 
Demos’ Backing 
onvenhon 
Student Union. 
Dr William H Vatcher, 
 taut professor of political
 science, 
officially announced yesterday 
that he would seek the endorse-
ment of the Democratic Party at 
its 10th Congressional Disrlet 
(*.invention in San Jose. March 4. 
lie stated that he had reached 
this decision after "carefully Dr. Ben M. Cherrington, direr- . 
weighing the possibilities and at tor for the Rocky Mountain area 
of
 the Institute of International  the urging of many friends." 
Council To Quiz
 
Office Candidates, 
Hubbard Reveals 
Students who submitted appli-
cations for senior male Justice. 
Horneeofnming Committee chair-
man, Recognition
 Committee 
chairman or member
 at large . will 
appear before the Student Cohn-
ail mday at 2:30, according ta Don 
Hubbard, ASH president. 
Applicants will be Interviewed 
hY members of the C emeil who 
will confront them with questions 
from a newly cempiled IIM These 
cpiestions aid Council members 
to decide which cand’dstes have 
the best qualifications for eseh 
of lice. 
There ale, will be a report bn 
committee proereeni on plane for 
the Councils open meeting. slat-
ed for Monday. by Al Behr, re-
ereaentative at large. 
The remainder of the meeting 
vill include committee reports and 
inschecheed business 
ROTC Instructors 
’ To Present Films 
In Morris Dailey 
Dr. Cherrington 
To Present Lecture 
Here
 Tomorrow 
Education. will lecture here to- In his statement he said. n 
reel that the current
 Political morrow in Morris Dailey Audi-
torium at 10:30 a m climate indicates a Democra-
tic sictor) hi I ongress  in 195R, Chairman for the event will be 
and I shall devote my efforts Dr. George Bruntz, social science 
guest speaker. eitcher  firmly declared that if 
to that end " professor, who will introduce the 
For 60 Scholarships ,k 1111171:opic of itrr (KChPeorrwileigr-  ehenci?ildrsene?letnt at vt:etCh’eelseen tam it: 
Fcw applicatiens have been re-
ceived by the Persennel Office 
for the More than 60 scholarships 
available. Dr. Karl J. Mueller. 
college scholarship chairman, said 
today.
 
Awards ranging to $600 for si 
college year are available. Dr. 
Mueller stated the requirements 
for many of these scholarships 
are not as difficult to meet as 
most eudents believe. 
Loan funds for students are 
, available from various sources. 
Information and applications are 
available from the receptionist 
in the Personnel Office. 
Piano Examination 
NIusie majnrs and minors ho 
wish to take the piano minor 
examination this sernes’er shou’d 
sign up in M 201 by Friday, 
ton’s lecture. He is visiting the , would not file to run for the 
SJS campus during a country-wide office. 
lecture tour to
 inform college ! 
students about student interne- 
He is the second college pro-
, feseor to fun for Congress from 
tonal relations. the 10th District. The first was 
Cherrington has
 dealt with Dr. Al De Grano, professor of 
the idea of international exchange political science, at Stanford UM-
of student ideas since 1938’, when, von ity 
at the invitation fit Secretary of e’ateher is a bathe Califor-
State Cordell Hull, he took over f Stan 
the
 task of organizing the work ford University, where he re -
Man and 2 graduate re -
ot’ a new Division of cultural ceived his AD. degree in 1913. 
Relations. He subsequently earned his 
, Since that time he has dealt A.M. and Ph.D. degrees from 
with the problem in the following Stanford. 
ways: In May, 1940, he served During World War 11 Vatcher 
IS the U S. delegate to the Eighth limed on the staff of Fleet Ad-
American Scientific Congress in mire! Chester W. Nimitz as a 
Washington; in I9c 5 as consult- Japanese interpreter and psycho-
ant to the U.S. delegation during
 logical warfare officer. 
the United Nations Conference Ile first jointed the !VS staff in San Francisco; and in 1946 he in 1950, but was recalled into 
was *sited to be a consultant 
’ the service, at the outbreak of during the establishment of UN- the Kerean campaign. During this ESCO. Ile, was also Director of the tour of duty he served as a psy-
Social Science Foundation and etiological warfare officer for professor of International Rees- General Matthew B Ridgway and 
tions at the University of Denver   subsegtently participated In the 
leorean armistice negotiations at 
. Panmunjom. He was the adviser 
  
to the Senior United Nations De-Two Commuter Trains Collide 
Jobs on Increase
 
SJS Class Hears 
Lloyd S. Weber, industrial man-
ager of the San Jose Chamber 
of Commerce, spoke yesterday 
afternoon to the Senior Business 
Lecture class on "Industrial and 
Commercial Development of San-
ta Clara County." 
Prior to 1943, stated Weber, the 
Santa Clara Valley depended 
mainly on the prime business for 
iLs incomef hut now. even though 
prunes
 are still being produced 
at nearly the same rate, over 200 
industrial and commercial deve-
lopments hays come to the area, 
supplying jobs for the increased 
populat ion. 
Camp Counselors 
Applications for Freshman 
( snip counselors will be issued 
ill the Student Union through-
out this week. according to 
l’aul Thomsen, Freshman Camp 
director. 
Untratits ii II he Indeed
 on 
personality, scholarship and 
participation in school activi-
ties. Seniors are Ineligible, - 
DR. WILLIAM SWEENEY 
.. speak. to Seniors 
called upon for a vote of confi-
idence consenting the senior ace-
I vities fund. according to Jacobs. 
iceatc during the Korean Artms-
;I, 11,!zotiaqms.  

ille returned to the 5.15 cam-
pus anr, his release from the 
scrsice and hits taught politi-
cal science here since. 
Having just returned from 
’ trip to South Africa, Vatcher 
a noted world traveler and 
authonty on the Far East. lit. , 
a resident of v!,  
n Snow Storm. 13 Persons Die 
SWAMPSCOTT, MASS.(U1’)
 
--A collision of two commuter
 
’ trains in a snow 
.term killed at 
!east 13 persons and injured 60 
 .ers
 yesterday. 
Mere than 1,000 work-bound
 
passengers
 were on the two Bos:- 
ton & Maiue
 railroad trains One 
plowed into the rear of the other 
I which had halted near Swam - 
1
- - --- 
I scott junction etation P 
Winter To Talk 
At ’Y’ Tonight 
’ Spalq: Alireae- is. the title 
of a talk to be given at the Stu-
dent Y tonight by Bud Winter, 
SJS track coach, just back from 
holding track clinics in India and 
the Far East , 
He will be featured on the V’s
cy.tular Vl*ecinesday program. from 
7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at the corner of 
9th and San Antonio Streets, ac-
cording to Diane &Mr. publicity 
chairman 
_ 
Grads Must File 
Tomorrow is. the last day for 
senior who expect to be graduat-
.cd in June_iar.,52111eMber to make 
application for graduatibn through 
the Registrar’s Office. 
! Most
 of the dead were in a car 
which was sheared in half as it 
plowed beneath the rear car of 
the stopped train.
 A woman was 
, 
.lecapitated. 
, Sonic of the passengers a short 
time later were involved in a 
second similar collision about five 
’ miles away. A train
 they had 
. boaeled on the same line to con-
tinue their journey to Boston 
  was hit in the rear by another 
train. Fourteen
 persons were hurt 
, in the second accident 
 DEE HOLDS CONFERENCE 
WASHINGTON 
-- (UP)The  
White House announced
 yesterday
 
. that President Eisenhower
 defini-
tely will hold a news conference 
at 10:30 a.m. (est)
 today. 
Press Secretary
 James C. Hag-
erty refused to say whether the 
President would take the occasion 
to announce his second-term in-
tentions. 
To  Republicans expected the 
, chief executive to Make
 his an-
.nouncement at the conference, but 
I Hagerty did nothing to eupport 
their expectations 
Thus far the White House has  
not requested radio or teleseion 
time for an address to the public 
by the President. nor would Hag-
erty say velen such a request 
would be made 
US DELIVERS PLANES 
PARIS   (UP)   The United 
States has agreed tentatively to 
allow 12 Mystere IV Jet fighter 
planes built iii France under the 
U.S. Military Aid Program to he 
delivered
 
eventually to Israel. a 
French foreign ministry spokes-
man said yesterday. 
The final decision to hand ever 
the planes to Israel will be taken 
by representatives of ;he three 
western powers now meeting in 
Washington t, coordinate their 
Middle East pelicies, the spokes-
man 5:l id 
He said the decision would be 
made any day now. 
LOBBY COMMITTEE 
WASHINGTON (UP:   A 
’ special Senate cammittee acted 
yesterday to subpena Iowa’s Re-
publican nal:oaal committeeman 
and ask him e hether he received 
a campeign contribution from oil-
lobbyist John M. Neff 
Steadman again asked Neff 
whether he had offered $2,500 or 
a $1.000 to GoedwIre Neff again 
said he had not. 
 Steadman theu announced that 
the committee had two reports 
quoting Goodwin as saying Neff 
! had offered him campaign funds -- 
one report pulling the amount 
:at $2.500, another at $1,000. 
"In the light of this. we a   
in the process of subpenaing bin, 
Steadman annourced. 
NEW COTTON PROGRAM 
WASHINGTON   (UP) -- Se-
cretary of Agriculture Ezra T. 
lienem yesterday announced a 
new program for Fale of all gmer-
nment
 - owned cotton abroad at 
competitive world prices 
Benson said none of the cotton 
...id under the competitive pro-
Qrartl will be exported before 
Aug. I, start of the cotton mar-
ketine year. 
All sales, Benson told a news 
conference. will be made periodi-
cally arid "In an orderly mantel 
to avoid disrupting world markt! 
a prices and impairing the tradi-
tional competitive position of 
friendly countries  
.ram
 at this time so that the do-
mestic cottoh industry as well as 
He said he announced the pro-
 foreign users vi ill know this na-
tion’s export sales Jidlicy and can 
begin to make fhrward sales and 
purchases. 
’ Prode. I, t\-
 -Key to Plenty 
and "Evaluating
 a Nation" will be 
the feature films tomorrow in the 
second of a series sponsored by 
the ROTC instructors’ group, 
Maj.
 Dean M. Bressler announced 
today The films will be shown in 
Morris Dinky Auditorium
 start-
ing at 3:30 p.m. 
The series, aimed at the
 general 
Interest, will be (Men free of 
charge to all students and faculty 
members. 
The first film, "Productivity." 
gives an analysis of U.S. pro-
ducts and their consumption cy-
cle, the growth of industrial and 
agricultural productivity, avenge 
per capita income in the U.S. and 
illustrates how increased produc-
tion brings increased buying pow-
er and extra leisure for workers.
 
"Evaluating a Nati.on" gives an 
a explanation of nations in terms 
lof national and global power, the 
standards of national measure-
’ mete. the MacKinder concept of 
Ithe World bland. the Nazi doe-
trine of geopolitics and the modern 
polar conception of geograPhY. 
Duration of the new series will 
he for the remainder of the seine, 
ter or as attendance warrants, 
according to Maj. 13reesler. 
Stoddard To Speak 
Here Tonight 
Miss Jane Stecidard consultant 
in the education of the physically 
handicapped of the California 
State Department of Education. 
will be on campus today. She will 
a discuss the curriculum offered 
here for the education of teachers 
in the rehabilitation of the handi-
capped. 
Miss Steddard will speak to-
night at 7 o’clock to a -Educa-
tion and Guidance of Exception-
al Children" class in Room 117 
Her topic Will be "Modern Meth-
ods in Teaching the Physically 
lia nrlic milted." 
Miss Stud:lard was previously 
D ructor of Special Education in 
Virginia. She has a special interest 
in Cerebral Palsy. 
AWS To Discuss 
’Women’s Week’ 
-Worm! .,.  the 
main Mike of discussion at to-
day’s ret.:alar meeting of AWa. 
according to Ann Dutton, presi-
dent 
Ur. James H. Clancy, profes-
sor of Anima, will talk to the 
women on inefse-up techniques 
I.ast week, Mrs. Gladys L Vogel-
man, assistant professor of art. 
put en a pragtam of flower arran 
Mg.   
Rain Due Today 
Rain in the extreme northern 
portion of the state, spreading 
southward to Sun Francisco, calls-
ed the weatherman to predict
 more 
rain (occasionally) for today. Ac-
companying it le ill be gentle wind. 
. becoming aeutheriy-12-20-.-mph. 
There will be little change in 
temperature. 
Yell Leaders, Pep 
Band, Song Girls, 
To Attend Game 
Rally Committee will meet to-
day at 3:30 p m. in the Student 
ITninn. according to Jim Cottrell. 
chili rman 
The COMIllittee
 l  planning f ir 
’iigh s:hool rally convention to he 
held at San Jose State, April
 7. 
Imitations have been sent to the 
respective ichoo"s. Cottrell said 
He also announced that the 5.15 
:Ong girls, yell-leaders and pep 
band, is ill travel to the San Jose-
Stanford basketball game at Stan-
ford Saturday
 night, and urged 
all local routers to be in atten-
danee 
Rehearsal Tonight 
Rehearsal for the sRes eines" 
lead singers. Marlon Bruerinne. 
Rernie Gardner, John Wulgen 
and Grant saIlman. will he held 
tonizht in Morris Dailey Audi-
tornom at 7:30 
schedule for all rehearsals 
6 pasted on the bulletin board 
thg  
Ill’. 
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Sunday Library Service 
Many students have requested that the college Ii 
brary be open on Sundays, especially in the evening. 
The feeling of the students is that there is no quiet place 
in which to study, and the library should serve this pur-
pose. Here is the situation involved for such action: 
1. The library is open now 73Y2 hours per week, 14 
hours
 Monday through Thursday; 91/2 hours, Friday; and 
8 hours, Saturday. If the library were open on Sundays 
additional help would have to be hired. 
2. In the past there have not been enough students 
studying on Sundays to warrant this change, according 
to Eugene Holtman, circulation Service libtarian. He 
pointed out that many students commute and are out of 
town on Sunday 
3. Under present circumstances, reserve books 
checked out on Friday must be returned Monday. If the 
library were to remain open Sundays, books would have 
to be returned the following day, and students would not 
be able to check them out for the entire weekend. 
In this case, more students would be harmed than 
helped
 by the change, Holtman stated. 
In view of the above problems, the most plausible 
solution would be to open either the Reserve Book-
room, or the Reference Room, not the entire library, on 
Sundays. By this plan, students would have a quiet place 
to study. Books could not be checked out from the library, 
however. 
The smaller room would accommodate the students 
who desire to study on Sunday, and there would need be 
only a limited number of additional personnel hired to 
take core of the rcƒorn orrancternentc 
Extra-Curricula 
By VINCE PERRI’s 
At the University of North Ca-
rolina the co-editors of the "Daily 
Tar Heel- are facing a recall elec-
tion They are charged with "gross 
ly misrepresenting the views of 
the student body." The logic be-
hind
 this is strictly from Dixie. 
The paper had editorially attack-
ed such policies as the barring of 
Negro undergraduates and ath-
letes. the leadership of the urn 
versity’s student government re-
garding these policies, and UNC’s 
attitude against racial integration. 
"Tar Heel" aupporters charge 
that the student body president 
and his attornet general are at-
tempting to get control a the 
paper and that the recall move-
ment is another attempt to "get 
even" for "Tar Heel" attacks on 
the operation of student gosern-
ment. 
.At Louisiana State, student poli-
ticians also want their fingers in 
their paper’s editorial pie. The stu-
dent senate there recently voted to 
censure the paper for not devoting 
enough space to college activities. 
such as the agricultural convoca-
tion. 
They also would like, of all 
things, to dictate how the stories 
are written and where they appear 
in the paper. This kind of southern 
bigotism clearly indicates that the 
fauna
 of the south is strewn with 
more empty coke bottles than is 
readily apparent. 
"The Daily Texan" is also a 
many-censored thing. The Uni-
versity of Tintcae Board of Re-
Open et I PM 
0:n  by Candlolt9ht at Hut 
HOUSE OF PIZZA 
... All Kinds of Pizza . . 
395 Ahnadon Ave CY 7-9901 
.4,ere You Get Your Monet s Worth 
ARCADE SHOE REPAIR 
AND SHINE SHOP 
LCIV  your shoes wIth 
Ube. end Andy for 
DesInas Cleaning end Repairing 
12 West Son Ante... 
Loduring Beauty 
Brilliant diamonds set in ex-
quisite mountings are a oy 
forever. Choose your diamond 
rings busn a selection priced to 
satisfy your budget Convenient 
credit. of (WM. 
Use our six mouths 
budget plan 
W.2.LVAN
 
eweiCri 
L eoui JUNO 
Since 1904 
FIRST & SAN FERNANDC 
gents has ordered the paper’s 
editor to cease commenting on 
current national and Texas poll-
tical problems, such as the Fut-
bright-Harris gas bill and the 
conduct of state government. 
The Regents also accuse the 
"Texan" of printing opinions ap-
pearing on its editorial pages that 
can be considered" as being those 
of the University. They say the 
paper’s editorial policy has not 
been "balanced" and has been de-
terimental to the university in sev-
eral instances. 
The "Texan" editor replied that 
to deny the paper the right to 
comment on off-campus issues was 
censorship and would "immeasur-
ably hurt college press freedom ... 
and academic freedom.’’ All this 
wrangling pinpoints a sad foible: 
the south is still wallowing in spill-
ed mint juleps; it’s due’for a hang-
over §oon. 
MOST APPALLING IIE.ADLINE
 
OF THE WEEK, from "The Stan-
ford Daily": 
"PRIZE-WINNING SCIENTIST 
SAYS DISCOVERY CAME TO 
IIIM IN BED" 
SJS women may think twice he-
fore transfering to Iowa State Col-
lege. Students 
there are under-
going a police 
quiz concerning 
a dynamite bomb 
found in one of 
t he women’s 
dormitories. A 
: note. left with 
the time - bomb. 
ei indicated it was 
meant
 to be 
PERRIN found before the explosion. 
The
 bomb, containing five sticks 
of
 dynamite attached to an alarm 
clock, was found by a janitor 
when a car-horn rigged to the 
device
 sounded. waking him. The 
fellow who set it up probably had 
his tongue-in-cheek, but now that 
police investigation is on. he is 
doubt grinding it a little be-
t .1 een
 his molars 
POTPOURRI: 
General William F. Dean spoke 
before the University of Califor-
nia’s Fraternity Scholastic Honor 
Society about the "third degree" 
in communism... Ohio State Col-
leges "Sundial" has been accused 
of printing "delectably off-color 
humor." Notorious
 for its jokes. 
the magazine is envied by other 
colleges not having a less censored 
Pt blication. 
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt will ad-
dress 1300 members of the Uni-
t ersity of Syracuse’s ROTC Army 
and Air Foree March 1. She will 
talk about ’’The United
 Nations" 
. . The University of Toronto 
clants the new w oriel inter colle-
giate beer-drinking champion, the 
consumer of 3.14 gallons in 51s 
hours (old record: 2 5 gallons
 in 
12 hours at Ottawa University). 
The new champion is an engineer-
’ ing student . The Metropolitan’s 
Jan Peerce sang for West Checter 
State Teacher trainees r,:  .    . 
- - 
Whatever 
the 
occasion 
’ Say it 
with 
Flowers 
BAKMAS FLOWER SHOP 
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Gabor Sisters Give ’ 
Leap Year Advice
 
On Catching Men 
  This 
being leap Year Day, the town’s 
less ling man-cat, hersZsa Zia 
and Es:a Gabsrhanded  out free 
advice to w.men: Learn how LI 
:sole don’t plas hard to get and 
use intellect and not sex appeal 
These
 fr. e tips were wheedled 
OIL of the beautiful Hungarian 
bit ndes for the benefit of any 
*tele iiirk in the audience 
One point the two actresses 
agree en I ’s ksay to propose 
to a man tais Leap Year-- or 
any year. 
ptsp. sed to all of my, hiss-
hands, &Athos," csced Zsa 7.s3 
as she flitted about her Bel-Air 
hem e 
"Always tell the men A woman 
ti as to make up a man’s mind, 
anyway." 
I ran down Eva at a CBS-TY 
telesision rAearsal and she 
agreed, "Why wait until the man 
asks s cal? Ana if he says no. 
wear him d Avis " 
hit first, they both bell...ie. 
"You have to get the guy in love 
with you " 
ZS:a Zda is regarded a sensual 
female. but her rule: forget sex 
appeal and con.-entrate on’ the 
mind 
"It’s very important to be in-
tellectual," she said. "All this 
sex businecswhat  a man wants 
is companiunship in marriage A 
%%marl makes 3 terrible mistake 
if she use; sex to get a man lie 
wants a companion." 
A female should also "Know 
how to do thingssuch as cook-
ing," Zsa Zsa believes. 
"I can even fix the electricity 
in my house," she beamed. "I can 
carpenter. I am a handy man. The 
more you know, the better it is" 
Both agree another mistake a 
girl can make is to try to make 
a man jealousor  to play hard 
to get 
’Be honest." lectured Eva. ’’Do-
n’t play hard to get. If I see a 
guy I like, I tell him right out 
In fact, I may do that this year 
and get married!" 
"And a man never likes a wo-
man who yaks too much." she 
added. -It’s also a good idea to 
wear perfume" 
Zsa Zsa’s advice: "A woman 
should never try to make a man 
jealous by flirting with other 
guys. Men are afraid the woman 
will be fickle." 
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THRUST and PARRY I MeMbsrs of the Student Activi-: ties Board, headed bs: A S.B. vice 
near Thrust and Parr) President Ray Freeman, serve for 
a year’s term. Board members in 
Since I share John Dowilen’s feelings, and since it is my firm chide Rochelle Rose, Al Walburg 
conviction that college
 and university sludenta should have a grass and Harrison Gibbs. Athiser to James Anderson 
Department. roots voice in political Affair::: I’M gOing tO bring to the attention the group is Mr. 
of SJ’S students a forthcorning event which may give the voter or 
future voter of this country a reason to participate actively in the 
political party of his or her choice. 
On Sunday. March 4. the 10th Congressional District Democratic 
Convention meets in the San Jose Civic Auditorium at 9:45 a m. I anll 
of the opinion that this county is fortunate in having as its visitor, 
State Senator Richard
 
Richards, California Deunwratic Council en-
dorsed candidate
 for I . Senator. The Senator will deliver the key-
note address at the convention. 
Be you Democrat or Republican, you, as part of the American po-
litical system, owe It to yourself to find out what makes this system 
tick This est-tit unJoutdedly will contribute to your knowledge - 
Incidentally
 
"Thank," %Mee Perrin for that generous addition 
of Stevenson’s
 humor to your column. It was a pleasant change! 
Sincerely, 
Bob flick, Ch.orman-SDSCC, ASB 5789 
of the Engineering 
ƒ.ƒ  
Gimelli 
Floral Artist 
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EE... Advance copies 
of Reader’s Digest articles! 
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HIRE’S HOW TO GET THEM: lo N.-- 
quaint you with the interesting arti-
cles in The Reader’s Digest , we make 
this special offer: 
From the descriptions below of 
some of the articles to appear in the 
April issue of The Header’s Di-
gest, pick the three articles you would 
most like to read. Circle with pencil 
the numbers of these three art it7les on 
the coupon below. Then mail coupon 
to us with your name and address 
We’ll send you free copies of the thrts. 
articles you choose. 
This offer is good for only a few 
days, so send us the coupon TODAY. 
HAIRCUTS 
Flat tops Crew - Burr 
... 5 Barbers ... 
For Personalized Service 
Make That Next One A 
CLUB BARBER SHOP 
HAIRCUT 
68 E, San Fernando 
’I They find out your past- Want the low-
k::: .1 prospective employee, 
client, son-in-law? Bishop’s Service 
will get you a ’confidential, detailed 
report covering anyone’s life from his 
first truancy to his latest traffic fine. 
A look behind the scenes at the world’s 
largest private investigation bureau. 
2 Shocking story
 of approved killing in 
Mississippi. A 14-year-old Negro,Ern-
mett Till, was taken from his bed by 
two white men and shot. Yet his ate 
duetora were found not guilty of mur-
der. Facts in the notorious "Wolf-
Whistle M order"... f nets the jury never 
heard, and no newspaper read ’s. saw. 
3 Hews. cope with loneliness. 
one stiffen from loneliness in one form 
or another: and it can only be eon-
quered by
 frankly facing it. Clarence 
Hall shows that there are three kinds 
of ljneliness 
... and gives sympathetic 
suggestions on how each should he 
handled to make your own life happier. 
4 "Miracle of the spirit." Born to great 
wealth, Larry 51,-lion’s future was as-
sured and "easy." But Larry willed 
otherwise. Story of how an heir to the 
Mellon millions turned his back on 
luxury, entered med school when near-
ly
 
-lei
 -then dedicated his life- to Haiti’s 
diseased and impoverished.
 
3 The day -I met Midnight. The wild 
mustang-was
 an outlaw, at war against 
all men. Dramatic story of the
 day Chit
 1 n when I a new hand, was 
that ended when the stallion nuzzled 
his head against my ’liest to say he 
was sorry and wanted to he friends. 
6 My most msfergettoble character. 
finch. Hamp didn’t know Henry Ford, 
and Mr. Ford certainly didn’t know 
him. But that didn’t stop
 Uncle Hemp 
from barging into the big plant and
 demanding
 to meet Henry then be-
coming his friend. Glimpses
 from the 
life of a man who loved a challenge. 
7 Truth about autopsies. A doctor per-
forming a post-mortem does nut muti-
late the body. Ile looks for the cause 
of death so that others may be saved. 
Here’s how such studies
 approved by 
leaders of all major faiths-- have led to 
proper treatment of diabetes, "blue 
babies": are aiding victims
 of can-er. 
8 WHIM Judig. The doctor said Mrs. 
Whipple meat have absolute imiet: so 
Whipple sent his 2 noisy kids to a 
boarding school, deducted the cast as a 
medical expense. The tax eollector said 
-No." Whipple appealed. How would 
you have ruled? This is your charier 
to pls judge
 in some intriguing cages. 
9 Fantastic farm mess. Government 
warehausen bulge with surpluses that 
can’t he eaten, sold or given away. Yet 
our farm aupport program encourages 
farmers to goon overproducing. These 
are some of the fallacies of thought 
that created this situation, and a:hat 
can he done to improve it. 
10 Book condensation: "Denver Us From Evil." Fleeing the Reds, the Vietnam-
ese- came:
 old women with collar bones 
shattered by rifle butts, children
 with 
sticks driven into their ears. Day-to-
day experiences of a young Navy doc-
tor who in ministering to lieople who 
expected
 only death at the hands of an 
American
 - 
won their love, admiration. 
11 
12 
  
Cash-and-carry houses. Homes for a 
few huroired dollars can be found in 
most any town. The catch is they must 
be moved. (But suppose it does cost 
you $10,000 to transport it. That’s still just half the price of a $20,000 houses) 
Learn what’s involved in buying and 
moving one of these bargains. 
What about the Dead Sea scrolls? 
In 1947 a Bedouin boy entered a eave 
seeking a lost goat. In it he stumbled 
on clay jars containing ancient scrolls. 
lien-’s how these documents (the famed 
Dead Sea scrolls: parts of the earliest 
known version of the Bible) throw new 
light on the origins of Christianity. 
13 Ike’s sight-hand man. Often abrupt, 
always demanding, Sherman Adams 
has the disposition of a grizzly bear. 
Yet his integrity arid ’selflessness in-
spire fierce affection. Close-up of the 
stony-faced New Englander whom Ike 
alts "the only man who really under-
stands what I
 am trying to do." 
IA" Do you knee year U.S.A.? only one 
state touches but a single other
 state 
is It California, Maine, Florida or 
Rhode Island? Which is America’s 
largest national park - Yosemite, Yel-
lowstone, Big Bend or Acadia? Here is 
a geography quiz that shows how well 
you know the country yosi live in. 
15 Case of the lolly French thUhinis. It 
seemed a pity to coop up the
 prisoners, 
so the warden’s aide (also a convict) 
te7 
opened doors tot he women’s winglet  (lie con dine at a cafe. Hilarious story 
of a jail where prisoners weren’t pris-
oner., and
 I.. ,w it all ended. 
16 Let’s get rid of tele-violence. From 
coast to coast
 a polluted stream of 
etifile, sadism oozes from t he T V screen. (In N. Y. alone some 30 television kill-
ings a day were counted.)
 Here’s what 
these horror programs do to our chil-
dren-- and how you can help stop this 
epidemic of violent entertainment. 
17 Who’d have thought of starting a Nosi-
ness like this? While picking mush-
rooms in the Bavarian woods one day, 
Robert Stein stepped on a snail.
 A 
thought flashed: weren’t snails a rare 
delicacy in France? !low a 60-year-ohl
 
German parlayed an idea into a fortune, 
and became the snail king of the world. 
18 Uphill fight against alcoholism. Since 
1943 the number of alcoholics has risen 
45", among men and 52% among 
women. What can be done for the mil-
lions facing death from this scourge? 
Here are tragic case histories ... and 
how one city is trying desperately
 to 
find the answer to this problem. 
19 Roscoe squad rolls on. %Viten a TV 
program in N.J.
 said is dying baby in 
l’enn might be saved only at a hospital 
up North, groups of private citizens 
sprang into Lesion
 each motoring her 
short distance« along the way. Story
 
of the volunteer rescue crews who give 
of themselves to help save lives. 
20 Today’s wild West: the great Austra-
lian North. It’s got camels, crocodiles, jet-blask sowboya. It is so vast that 
doetors must advise many of theirsaa-
tients by radio. Women are searce. Rut 
the food: filet
 mignon at every meal! 
JelTIPS Miehener takes You to one of 
t he most challenging frontiers on earth. 
21 Am Easter sermon. The subject of his 
wife’a best-selling bouk,"A Man Called 
Peter," Peter Marshall was one of the 
great preachers of recent years. Thia 
condensation, from one of his most stir-
ringsermona,"Heniuse He Ruse," brings 
you the beloved chaplain’s interpreta-
tion of Easter’s message of hope. 
22 it pays to Inc aaaaa your word power. Mem "unctuous" mean apprehensive, 
unduly suave, sickening or perfumed? 
Adding new words to your vocabulary 
increases your self-confidence, your 
prestige-- and even you r earn ing power. 
A word quiz that’s fun to do, and will 
pay you dividends. 
23 Beethoven and the hey.When 11-year-
old Yelludi Menuhin chose the Bee-
thoven violin concerto for his Carnegie 
debut, the conductor refused criti.ss  
screamed, "sacrilege, this work is far 
too intricate for a child." Story of 
how Menuhin swept all before him, 
proved genius is not a matter of age. 
24 New weapon against threat of blind’ iliac, Glaucoma continuous abnor-
mally high pressure inside the eye) it 
our most important single cause of 
blindness.Though
 there’s no cure, there 
is now new hope. Paul de Knit de-
scribes the success of a remarkable 
drug to eontrol this insidious ailment. 
23 Twelve incredible days of Col. Page.
 On his first day he strode down a road (unprotected and at point-blank range) 
spraying Reds-with gun fire - abutted 
them so they didn’t shoot back. The 
next 11? Heroic record of a Marine 
who deserved the medal
 of honor, but Went tinnoths-d
 until it was too late. 
26 Don’t
 worry about flying
 the oceani 
over tin. North
 Atlantic not a passen-ger has been lost
 in "ditehings." But if a plane
 is downed, big rafts (self-in-flating!) carry food, shark-repellent,
 
radios, fishing tackle even a chemical
 to make sea water drinkable.
 Stringent 
memorise airlines take to insure safety. 
27   house, U.S.A. Washington’s 
magnifieent National
 Gallery of Art
 OWeS RN existence to one man:
 Andrew Mellon. Story of how
 Mellon spent a fortune
 to build the gallery; tilled it 
with masterpiecem of paintingandsculp-
.ure then, in modesty,
 asked that his name not lie connected with it, 
to reduce. Nearly
 28 Thi
 on.
 re alloftoi,esutud:ay
 sshow, are heels up to 
our previous poundage
 a year or two 
after reducing
 because we
 try to corn-bat weight almost
 exclusively
 by diet. Scientific
 evidence- that if you exereise
 
regularly you ’an
 have your cake and your figure, too. 
29 Nolen Kill.,’.
 teacher. When fIlle 
was only
 19 months old, little
 Helen became blind, deaf and
 silent. Read
 the the inspiring story of how
 her teacher, Anne Sullivan, taught
 her to talk, and how she rescued
 Helen from a world of darkness; helped her besome
 one 
of the great women of our era. 
30 Mauls CAN read-Each
 generation has 
wailed about nienaees to
 reading: first it was the auto, then
 movies,
 now tele-vision. John
 Croat.), tells how
 his 6- year-old Maggie
 (in ignite of
 being raised in a TV home 1.y a dad who
 is a TV columniati has murcumbed to the charms
 of the printed word. 
r- 
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KAPPA DE1.TA MEMBERS were initiated and their chapter was 
installed as
 a member of the national organization in a ceremony 
earlier this month. Charter members are (top row. left to right) 
Claire Gill, Diane
 Biggles, Jo Rae Turner, Mary 1 ou cottanougher, 
Janet Lanz, Gladys Roberts, Carolyn Pollard, Mary Lou Valenzano, 
Mary Anne Simas,
 
Miss Lola Eriksen, facults advisor; and Mrs. 
K. Russell Van Eaton, honor initiate: (bottom row, left ti right) 
Gladys Cridge, Joy Cunningham, Dawn Tognoll, Sallie Petersen,
 
Shirley DeHaven, Lora Brune llo, Jackie Piot lend, Shelia Curran,’ 
Barbara Taylor, Sharon Scheel Watson. photo  Staff 
District Governor to Visit Alpha Phi’s; 
Other Sororities Announce Initiates 
ALPHA PHI 
Alpha Phi will be entertaining 
their district governor, Mrs. Clair 
MacCloud from March 5 to March 
8 at the local chapter house. Mrs. 
MacCloud is on a tour of her 
district chapters at the University 
of California at Santa Barbara, Un-
iversity of California at Berkeley 
and San Jose State College 
In her annual visit, Mrs. Mac 
Cloud will talk with officers, pledg-
es and local alumni. She will check 
the sororities progress on the cam-
pus and advise the members on 
scholarship, standards and activi-
ties. She serves as intermediary be-
tween the national office and the 
collegiate chapter. 
The Alpha Phi’s will hold a scho-
larship dinner at the sorority house 
March 5. TSe members will wear 
peddle pushers, campus clothes or 
formals according to their grade 
averages. 
The San Jose alumni of Alpha 
Phi are planning a luncheon at the 
San Jose Country Club Tuesday, 
Masa ft. Mrs. Mary Frasse will be 
hostess for the affair. 
DELTA GAMMA 
The Delta Gamma’s held 
church exchange with the Theta 
Chi’s Sunday. After attending 
church, they were served a hot 
turkey lunch at the DG house by 
the Theta Chi and Delta Gamma 
Mothers Clubs. 
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 
Twelve fall pledges were initiat-
ed into Kappa Kappa Gamma Sat-
urday. The neophytes were hon-
ored at a luncheon at Ilavenly 
Foods following the ceremony. 
New initiates are Beverly Bag-
ley, Patsy Black, Pat Burns, Anna 
Lou Clark, Gail Dahlen, Blanche 
Catholic Women 
Elect Liz Foley 
President of CWC 
Liz Foley was elected spring 
semester President for the Catholic 
Women’s Center at a recent house 
meeting. Other newly-elected offic-
rs are Louise Ga’lard°,  vice presi-
dent; Paula Scribante, secretary; 
Juanita Ramos, treasurer; Carol 
Ann Donahue, AWS representa-
tive; Genie Fortino, sergeant-at-
arms; Leslie Young, freshman re-
presentative; Marilu Germeshaus-
en, sophomore representative; Dot 
Fernandez, junior representative; 
Louise Parreira, senior representa-
tive; and Barbara Greuner, Spar-
tan Daily reporter 
A mixer with Stanford’s Stern 
Hall was held in the CWC ballroom 
Friday night. Theme for the deco-
rations was "Night in Paris," and 
chairs and tables were arranged 
around the room cafe style. Cook-
ies and cokes were served. 
Hall Elects Daily . 
Kay Daily was elected president 
of Ivy Hall last week. Other officers 
are Pat Scoble, vice president, and 
Bea La Barbara, secretary-treasur-
er. 
Holders Have Boy 
Dr. and Mrs. Leonard Holder be-
came the parents of a 8 lb. 15 oz. 
baby boy born last Thursday, Feb. 
23, at 0 Connor’ s Hospital. 
No name for the baby has been 
selected. 
Dr. Holder is an assistant pro-
fessor in mathematics . 
Exchange Dance 
Members of DiBari House held 
an exchange with men from Ma-
dera section of Wilber Hall at 
Stanford Friday night Dancing 
was followed by refreshments. 
Fritzen, Patricia Higgins, Pennee 
MeClenahan, Jan Ohrwall, Diane 
Sperbeck, Sharon Thatcher and 
Gerry Wion. 
SIGMA KAPPA 
Sigma Kappa initiated 27 new 
members this month. The new ini-
tiates are Barbara Bloom, Joanne 
Bonesio, Janet Brice, Beverly Bu-
ell, Pat Campbell, Deanna Clark, 
Shirley Cleek, Pat Conine, Lee Da-
vis, Pat Dawson, Dale Falk, Bar-
bara Francard. 
Carolyn Frey, Mary Jo Gleason, 
Judy Janson, Jean Holmes, Marlene 
Hops, Louise Kirby, Judy Mayhew, 
Laura Jane Meredith, Marlene Mor-
gan, Joan Oates, Joanne Pickering, 
Nancy Sanders, Betty Swanson, 
Norma Theis and Nan Tnompson. 
Miss Thompson was honored as 
outstanding pledge at 3 dessert fol-
lowing the Initiation. 
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Teas, ExcHnges, Pinnings MLulk 
Spring Festivities in Fraternities 
ALPHA TAU OMEG 
The ATO Mothers Clulƒ held a 
tea Sunday for the parent- ot the 
newly initiated members DII ƒult 
geun worked with the %dile: 
Club on the affair. 
DELTA SIGMA PHI 
The Delta Sigs are planning an 
exchange with Phi Mu tonight at 
the Phi Mu’s new house on 10th 
street. The sorority pledges will 
provide enteltainment. , 
Nominations for new Delta Sig-
ma Phi officers have been made 
and elections will be held in two 
weeks. 
DELTA UPSILON 
On Friday and Saturday the 5.15 
chapter of Delta Upsilon will en 
tertain the Stanford and Cal chap-
ters at an annual provincial con-
ference. 
Features of the conference will 
be panel discussions on rushigg, 
scholarship, pledge training and 
chapter relations. Robert S. Martin, 
SJS associate dean of students; 
Paul Heidenreich, former travel-
ing representative of the fratern-
ity; Robert Sibley, 1903 graduate 
of University of California, and 
Jim Marks, San Jose chapter pres-
ident will give speeches. 
The conference will end Satur-
day night with a banquet and par-
ty. Pete Jordano, past president 
of the local cbapter, is chairman 
of the conference. 
KAPPA TAU 
Kappa Tau recently pinned new 
pledges Bob Filer, Jerry Thomo-
ENGAGEMENTS 
PERK1NS-POAGE 
Elwood Perkins, Pi Kappa Alpha, 
announced his engagement to Ann 
Poage at the fraternity house re-
cently. Miss Poage is a former SJS 
student from Palo Alto and is pres-
ently living in Davis. Perkins is a 
math major from Oakland. The cou-
ple is planning a June wedding. 
WALTERS-G1BBS 
Jeanne Gibbs told her Delta 
Gamma sorority sisters of her en-
gagement to Ron Walters Monday 
night. Miss Gibbs is a junior edu-
cation major from San Carlos. Wal-
ters is teaching in Niles. Wedding 
plans are indefinite. 
STUART-REARDSLEE 
Dick Stuart, Sigma Chi, announc-
ed his engagement.to Joan Beards-
lee, at the fraternity house recent-
ly. Stuart is a senior commercial 
art major and Miss Beardslee is a 
freshman education major. 
BUGGEHICARDSON 
Shirley Richardson passed a box 
of candy
 at Dudley Hall recently to 
announce her engagement to John 
Bugge. Miss Richardson is a junior 
advertising major from Mountain 
View.
 Bugge is a senior geology 
major at Stanford. He is a member 
of Theta Chi. 
PARRY-WESTER 
fted paper cupids announced the 
engagement of Louise Wester, Sig-
ma Kappa, to Richard Parry, Cal 
engineering student. Miss Wester 
is a senior education major. The 
couple is planning a June wedding 
in Palm Springs. 
LINDSEII-WURTS 
BobtLindsey, Phi Sigma Kappa, 
announced his engagement to San-
dra Wurts, Chi Omega, at the fra-
ternity meeting Monday night. 
TJADEN-WILSON 
Beverly Wilson, Alpha Phi, told 
her sorority sisters
 of her engage-
ment to Bruce Tjaden, Delta Upsi-
lon, Monday night. Miss Wilson is 
an education major and Tjaden is 
an English
 major. Both are from 
Palo Alto. The couple is planning 
an August wedding, after which 
they will live in Mann County. 
VIG-TI1PTON 
Marlene Tipton, of Di Bari house 
recently announced her engage-
ment to Dale Vig, a junior physical 
education major from Pasadena. 
Miss Tipton is a freshman udent 
majoring in general elementary. 
After a September wedding the 
couple plan to continue their ed-
ucation at SJS. 
THOMPSON-G1LES 
Donna Giles, a sophomore major-
ing in general education, told girls 
at Di Bari house of her engage-
ment to Wayne
 Thompson, a gra-
duate of John Muir ir Pasadena. 
LITTLE MAN
 ON CAMPUS by Ma Sala. 
’’Ill’orthal keeps
 his grades a strict seeret’ 
who is now employed in Los An-
geles. The couple plan an August 
wedding. 
MOONEY-DALLY 
Kay Daily, of Ivy Hall, revealed 
her engagginent to Glen Mooney 
of Suisun. Miss Daily is a home 
economics major from Vacaville. 
Wedding plans are for August. 
PINNINGS 
MERRITCOSTANTINO  
A decorated Valentine cake re-
vealed
 the pinning recently of Nan-
cy Costantino, Alpha Omicron Pi to 
Paul Merritt, Alpha Phi Omega. 
Miss Costantino is a senior educa-
tion major from San Jose Merritt, 
who is from Napa, is a senior ad-
vertising major. 
VANDEN BURGWDUFOUR 
Ronald Vanden Burgh, Kappa 
Tau, told his fraternity brothers of 
his pinning to Patt Dufour at a 
meeting recently. Vanden Burgh is 
a freshman accounting major and 
Miss Dufour attends Hayward High 
School. 
BEEBE-WILL1AMS 
Shelly Beebe, Alpha Tau Omega, 
announced his pinning to Gwen 
Williams, Sigma Kappa, Monday 
night Beebe is a business admin-
istration major from Cupertino. 
Miss Williams is a business major 
from Oakland. 
COLGAN-SIIAFTO 
Jack Colgan, Alpha Tau Omega 
announced his pinning to Son,1:1 
Shafto Monday night. Miss Shafto 
is from Long Beach and attend, 
Healds Business College Colgan it 
a senior business administration 
major. 
CANCLIN1.FRASER 
Bob Canclini, Phi Sigma Kappa, 
recently announced his pinning to 
Marialice Fraser of Fort Bragg 
Miss Fraser is a freshman at San 
Francisco City College. 
DUBBIN.FERRIS 
Bill Dubbin. Phi Sigma Kappa. 
1, announced his pinning to Sally 
, Farris,
 Kappa Alpha Theta recent-
ly. The couple was serenaded at 
the Theta house Monday night. Re-
, freshments were served after the 
serenade. 
ALBERTIERTRICK 
Jack Alberti. Phi Sigma Kappa, 
told his fraternity brothers of his 
pinning to Mert ltertrick, Chi Om. 
ega Monday night The Phi Slits 
serenaded the couple. 
BOWEN.HAUSER 
 Pi Kappa Alpha. chuck Bowen. 
announced his pinning to Joan 
Hauser at the Fireman’s Ball re. 
cently. The couple was serenaded 
by the .PiKA’s after the announce  
ment Bowen and Miss Hauser are 
both from San Jose. 
sun. Ted Ruth, Richard Ruiisell 
Martin Quinn, Nick Gonzales, Al 
Bundesen, William Eggert and Ro-
nald Frank. 
The Kappa Tau Parents Club 
licid a card party Feb. 18 in the 
recreation roulii of the fraternits 
house. Prizes were awarded and 
refreshments were served. 
PI KAPPA ALPHA 
-The PiKAs held formal initiation 
ceremonies Sunday for. the fall 
pledges. New junior members are 
Doug Alter, Fred Bohnnalk, Bob 
Gadsby, Ron Holley, Don Lucchesi, 
Keith Murray, Jim Musick and Tom 
Rail. Rail was selected outstanding 
pledge. 
New pledges for the spring se-
mester include Stan Konmst, Ben 
Prather, Art Pasquinelli, Bob Pace, 
Dick Terretp and Steve Scott. Scott 
has been elected president of the 
pledge class. 
The PiKAs will combine with 
the Delta Gammas for rooting sec-
tion competition
 at the inter-class 
track meet Friday. They will be 
backing a team captained by var-
sity trackster Art Hiatt 
Founders Day will be celebrated 
by the PiKAs March 3 at a ban-
quet for actives and- alumni. The 
dinner will be held at the Red 
Coach Inn near Los Gatos 
Mark Niemela, president, will 
address those attending the ban-
quet. He will tell some of the 
things which the fraternity has at, 
comptished in recent years. 
Pi Kappa
 Alpha was founded 
March 1, 1868 at the University 
of Virginia The fraternity now 
has 113 chapters located in the 
United States. 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
First edition of "The Cal Zeta," 
fraternity magazine of SAE, was
 
published recently. The magazine 
is edited by Pete Meckel and Kent 
SIGMA CHI 
Newly initiated members of Sig-
ma Chi were honored recently at 
a banquet at the Hawaiian Gar-
dens. New members are Dal Sceal-
es, Jim Cohun, Jack Coolidge.
 Bill 
liatchett, Bob Haywood, Tom Mor-
rison, Dick Tash, Duane Tipton, Al 
Waburg, Mitch Winoker. 
Sceales was named outstanding 
pledge. 
Spring semester pledges include 
Bob Billman, Larry Bofenkamp, 
. 
Pete Carnegie,
 Ton) Cianciarill. 
Jeb Haigh, Bill Osley, Chuck Ite! 
mon. Bill Sherwood, :Iirn To; 
I.eigh Weimers and Joe Wiget 
SIGMA PI 
Local Sigma Pi’s shared a Folic  
der’s Day dinner with the I 
chapter at Venito’s in San Fret 
cisco Friday night. Jim Spring,,  
president, gave a report on the S.... 
Jose chapter’s activities during th.- 
past year. The Sigma Pi’s had the.. . 
fathers as guests at the banquet. 
THETA CHI 
Two new members of the Theta 
Chi pledge class were pinned Mon-
day night at the fraternity house. 
They were Curt Mettler and Bill 
Leach. 
After the IFC Formal last Sal 
urday night, Roger Hambly enter-
tained his fraternity brothers and 
their dates at breakfast in his home 
In San Francisco. 
Stu Eastman has been appointed 
Theta Chi representative to IFC, 
and Nasser Tavassoli, foreign stu-
dent from Iran and member of 
Theta Chi, has been appointed t.. 
work with the Theta Chi Mother 
and Fathers Club. 
ENGLES & BROWN 
’’ Fine Meats" 
Hotels - Restaurants 
Institutions 
170 Younger Ave. 
Meot Me 
. . 
Where??? 
At the
 Coop 
Of Course . . 
  
lunch.. 
  
Snacks 
  
Colors 
  Cotten 
Any Tinto 
’of *  Day 
In a hurry rot ’sat . want CO 
little or a lot . you 11/14. 
food f.etri,fo, pficosf 
Nest Time Try a Coffee Shake 
THE
 COOP 
PARKING
 
Late for Class? 
We Park It For You 
Tip,. tip ore! B e Servk e 
in:plete
 Lolar c.ition
 
T C P 
Silva’s Weir
 
Fourth find on Fernando
 
Across’ from Student
 Union 
San Jose CY 7-0895 
Lou’s Village 
Special Dinners 
$1.50 
Includes entre, salad, 
coffee, dessert 
1465 W. San Carlos St. 
UP TO 50% OFF 
SKI  BOOTS
Req. SALE 
Itastinger . 29.95 1995 
Raichle Racer 40.00 2950 
San Marco 45.00 
Rale hle 
.1t Moritz . 50.00 
Molitor 124 . 49.50 
Molitor 117 59.50 
3500 
3750 
3950 
4500 
AFTER SKI ROOTS DRASTICALLY REDUCED 
USED BOOTS 
ON SALE TOO 
HEAD SKIS, ALL LENGTHS 
Pants   Parkas   Sweaters   Rocks 
  ON ’SALE!   
WE TAKE TRADE-INS 
ALL.
 SALES FINAL 
SKIS 
NORTHLAND: 
Reg. SALE 
Viking  22.50 
Monarch ... 32 50 
FIS  45 00 
Aristocrat 65 00 
KASTLE 76.50 
Stein Eriksen 85-00 
75.00 HART   
15°°  
225°  
30°°  
435°  
475°  
5950 
62°°  
USED SKIS 
ON SALE TOO 
7078 
El Camino 
Palo Alto 
DA 5-6776 
FREE PARKING 
sill II’ 
THE Its 
11:30 A m 
To 9 P3I. 
4 Blocks North of California Ave. 
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No Pre-Meet Favorite 
  
Max Voshall, San Jose State’s Cagers Lose, 70-60 165-lb NCAA boxing champion, is also a regular on the Spartan soc-
.
. 
cer team and runs the 880 on the 
track squad. 
Teams Set To Go 
In Interclass Fray 
With the selection 01 Chi Omega to join Delta Sigma Phi Frater-
nity in sponsoring a team in the annual Interclass Track and Field 
Meet Friday, all five clubs have supporters lined up for the classic, ac-
cording to Coach Lloyd (Bud) Winter, meet director 
There will he no clear-cut favorite in the meet as the varsity totals 
will be added to the novice results to determine
 the team winner In 
the latter division. unknown potential among the freshmen makes it 
irtually impossible to "dope the meet 
In the varsity class. there is a tossup for honors in the sprints. 
In the 75.sard dash. Ed Hicks. Ron Giardina, Ron Vavra. Val 
Daniels. Art Hiatt. Van Parish and Jack Schnitz all probably will 
he close at the tape. The same group, especially I’avra and Hiatt, 
join Jim Ilushaw and Al Ross in the 180 .yard dash. Ross, Vavra 
and Ilushaw could make the 152-yard run a thriller. In addition, 
Lang stanley and Herb Stockman also might run this distance. 
Stanley is the odds-on-favorite in the 660 while Stockman. Jerry 
Thompson. Bill Stephens and Jeri-  Emerson will fight for the runner-
up spot. 
HUBBARD CHOICE IN DISTA.NCES 
Don Hubbw-d, captain of last year’s winning team. is the choice 
in both the 1320 and the l’Ionnle runs. However, should Stanley choose 
to run the former. he would be serious opposition Other &stance men 
are Thompson. Bob Rush anti Bob Ayres. 
The hurdle races are a tossup with Lowell Hoy and Wiley Schmidt 
showing the best form during practice. Others running the high barriers 
are Bob Harrison, Quentin Manchester, Norm Guest and Dick Stamm. 
The same group will run the low hurdles with the addition of Curtis 
Ross and Parish, both very good hurdlers. 
Two field event performers are near-cinch %inners. Lynn 
Greene will threaten his on meet record set last year in the 
javelin, and 0. W. Rhodes could shatter the
 
pole vault standard 
he established in 1955. 
Other top javelin throwers entered are Dick Bocks. Don Malinoff 
Jun Jacques Pole vaulters are Roger Lippa and Mel Powell. 
Top contestants in the discus will be Al Jongeward, Ed Bill, 
?daimon. Greene and Jim Jacques Shot putters are Bob fleckes, Bill. 
Bernie Gould. Burton Taylor and Grant Salzman. 
High jumpers entered are John Ornelaz, Hoy. Ray Goodwin, Ralph 
Emerson. Rhodes and Ray Ellis. Either Goodwin or Payne Green, 
transfer from Ventura J. C., should capture the title in the broad jump. 
EIGHT IN GREEK RACES 
In addition to the regular events, there will be a Greek Relay race 
between fraternity members. Eight teams have entered this relay
Delta Upsilon, Sigma Nu, Theta Chi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Pi Kappa 
Alpha. Kappa Tau. Alpha Tau Omega and Sigma Chi. Points accumu  
lated in the race also will add to the sponsoring fraternities point total 
In addition to a trophy for the winning team, awards will be made 
to the outstanding participant and perpetual trophies go to the fra-
ternity and sorority with the best rooting section. To win the latter 
award, the fraternity or sorority need not be sponsoring one of the 
teams. 
Team captains for the meet. which will get under way at 2:15 
p.m.. are liushaw (Phi Sigma Kappa and Kappa Alpha Theta), Good-
win (Delta Sigma Phi and Chi Omega) Hubbard (Kappa Alpha and 
Alpha Phi), Stanley (Sigma Chi and Alpha Chi Omega) and Hiatt 
(Pi Kappa Alpha and Delta Gamma). 
Spartan Wrestlers 
Blank Indians, 
San Jose S’ate’s varsity voi-est-
ling team closed out its dual 
meet season by whitewashing 
Stanford. 38-0, last night at Stan-
ford. The Spartans ended up with 
a 5-3 dual meet recard. 
The Spartans came within two 
points of a maximum score as 
everyone but 123 pounder ,Joe 
Isasi registered a pin. Iasi scored 
an easy, 8-4. decision over the 
Indians’ Bob Fisher. Coach Hugh 
Morrby’s grapplers return to ac-
- weekend when they will 
San Jose 
Launderette 
463 S. 2nd 
Cco-plete Laundry 
Service 
SHIRTS 20( 
DENIMS 40c 
Dry Cleaning 
Try Us And 
SAVE 
Gaels Win 
On Foul 
Shooting 
  
Isv 
38-0 
cntcr the Far We. tern A.A1 in 
Oakland. 
This Results: 
123Joe hosi 1SJ) dec. Bob F.sher, 
11-4 
130 
Bob Fuli Linage 15.b pinned 
Gers,ge Ong. 2 55 3rd. 
137George
 Uchida (Si) pinned Fred 
Burman, 2.10 1st. 
147Lynn Brooks (Si) won by for-
feit. 
157-0,14 Weger 15.1) pinned Bob 
Carmody, 1 00 2nd. 
167Ken Spagnola (51) pinned Alan 
Loubscher, 1 55 1st. 
177Jer-r Ledin (Si) pinned Roger 
Edelson, 2 03 2nd. 
liveRuss Camille°  (S.I) pinned Jerry 
B ootie, 1 40 1st. 
SJS Skiers Compete 
In Tresidder Cup Meet 
Spartan akiers competed over 
the weekend in Stanford’s annual 
Tresidder Memorial Cup inter
.ollegiate Ski Meet at Badger 
Pass The University of Nevada’s 
powerful team took the meet San 
Jose v.-as last in the standings, 
being edged by a good Stanford 
team, 319.69 to 319.30. 
The team placed fourth in the 
downhill and jumping. Ted Eng-
elbrecht turned in the best per  
formance. taking 5th in die jump-
0. IV. RHODES will attempt to shatter the pole vault record he 
set last season in Friday’s Interclass Track and Field Meet on the 
Spartan oval. The record is 13 feet, 8 inches and the San Jose 
stalwart possibly could set a new standard. 
  Intramural Action 
HAIRCUTS AT MOLERS 
Treat your:,elf. Shave 2:5( CENTS 
Moler Barber College 
41 West
 San Fernando 
r r r^ 9 to 6 Mn’, 
All 
Wort. 
Supervised 
by L. c  
Instructors 
K.A., Kappa Tau Lead
 
Fraternity Cage Loop 
Kappa Alpha and Kappa Tau went
 into a first place 
fraternity basketball league with two wins apiece by scoring 
over Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Pi Kappa Alpha respectiv 
afternoon in Men’s Gym. 
Sparked by Don liellmers 18 points, K.A. scored a 
48,36, victory over
 defending fraternity champion SAE. 
was closer than the score indicated,
 however. es SAE trailed 
four
 points with less than five 
:oinutes remaining. Mary flue and 
Wally Perry sparked
 the defend-
ing champs with 13 and
 12 points 
re.pectively 
Jerry Weber., WAA the his’ 
gun with nine Points
 in leading 
Kappa Tau
 to its second straight 
victory. a 29-21 win over PiK.S. 
The game was close until the 
final moments. Ben Prather was 
high for PiKA with five. 
In other fraternity action, Lane 
lacia Chi Alpha dumped Phi sig-
ma Kappa, 34-31, and Sigma Chi 
downed Delta Upsilon, 39-35. Jim 
LeGate sparked Lambda Chi Al- ; 
pha with 16 points, while
 
Lou 
Stovell led the Phi sigs with 14. 
Jim Clark was high scorer for 
Sigma Chi with 13. John Wagner 
hit 11 for D.U. 
A full slate of games is slated 
in today’s action. In the independ-
ent division it will be Ravens vs. 
Sparta Chi and Dougotit Dandies 
vs. Phi Epsilon Kappa at 6:30 
o’clock, Spam-ens vs IFT and 
Oriocci vs Tappa Nu Keg at 7:30 
o’clock 
In the fraternity league, Lamb-
da Chi Alpha takes on Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon and Phi Sigma 
Kappa meets Pi Kappa Alpha at 
8:30 o’clock, while Alpha Tau 
Omega plays Theta Xi and Delta 
Sigma Phi clashes with Sigma 
No at 8730 o’clock . 
tie in the 
victories 
ely
 yesterday 
hard fought, 
The game 
by only 
Frosh Swimmers 
Lose To Palo Alto 
Spartans Close CBA 
Season in Fifth Plcce 
St. Mary -s shooting Gaels 
knocked the wind out of San Jose 
State’s second place hopes in Cali 
fornia Basketball Association
 stand 
inns, 70-60, last night in Spartan 
Gym: 
The loss closed out the CBA 
season for the Spartans and left 
Walt McPherson’s boys in fifth 
place with an 8-6 record. 
The Gaels shooed local fans whv 
they are the top shooting
 team in 
the (BA with a torrid exhibition 
of basket collecting.
 St. Mary’s 
sank 30 of 35 foul shots and 20  
of 43 field goal attempts
 compared 
to San
 Jose’s 10 for 15 and 25 for 
Bill IVeaver’s Gaels ’practically 
pushed the Spartans off the
 floor 
during the first six minutes. The 
Gaels ran up a 204 lead during 
this time, mostly on the foul shoot-
ing of Odell Johnson, Bill Sanchez 
and Bill Getris. 
San Jose finally got going in the 
fading minutes of the first half 
and cut the margin to 34-26 on 
three consecutive
 field goals scored 
by Ray Goodwin, Dick Schwenclin-
ger and John Erceg. However, the 
Gaels dimmed the Spartan rally 
to take
 a 40-28 halftime lead on 
two free throws by Bill Bagley and 
baskets by Getris and Johnson. 
The Spartans made their close,. 
bid in the first 10 minutes of tii, 
second half as they cut St. Mary’: 
margin to five points, 4944, 
some hot shooting by Tom Craia 
and Ed Diaz. 
At this point the Gaels dropped 
in eight consecutive points. six of 
which were pairs of free throws 
by Sanchez, Johnson and
 
Mike 
Wadsworth, to ice the contest. 
Johnson, CBA’s leading shooter. 
sparked the Gaels with 23 points. 
including 11 of 13 charity tosses. 
Erceg was high for the Spartans 
with 10. 
In a preliminary battle, the Spar-
tan Frosh won a post season con-
test, 77-75, over the Spartan Ju-
nior Varsity. Art Powell was high 
scorer for 
_ the game with 26 
market’s. 
St. Mary’s Red Hot! 
St Mrs’’’. P c fp San Jos  Fg Ft Tp 
Smite. f 3 7 3 Irsog f S 0 10 
f 3 2 11 I G,dw:n f 3 0 
86 Gems c 4 II IS BrnsIrns   4 0 
Jhnsn. g 6 11 23 Crane g 2 4 8 
Wdwth g 4 2 10 Dia: g 2 0 4 
Nimnn I 1 0 2 
EgInd f 2 2 6 
Brghsni I 3 0 6 
Shndarg 1 4 6 
Rowley 9 1 0 2 
King g 1 0 2 
Tsfe’s 20 30 70 Totals 25 10 60 
balTtira  score St Mary’. 40 Son Jose 28 
1,410.1. ƒƒ (41.11101  
115 S. First St.   San Jose 
When its "Five Minutes till Spring" 
let’s 
Personalized Service for 
San Jose State Students 
TROY LAUNDRY 
AND 
DRY CLEANING 
15%
 CASH & CARRY DISCOUNT 
722 - 726 Almaden Ave. CY. 34668 
THE 
BOYS 
STORE Across from Holes 321  So. 1st St. Tel. CY 3-1868 
"College 
Sizes Our 
Specialty" 
National Brands!! 
Pauco A.cler 
Levis 
STATE JACKETSsz.  
HOBBY SUPPLIES
 
ALL KINDS ! ! 
First
 Meeting Open To The Public Without Charge! 
"THE INVISIBLE CORNEAL LENS" 
How It Is Fitted   How To Wear It   How To ENJOY IT! 
You and your friends ale cordially invited to attend the first in a series of lecture and 
demonstration meetings on the new ’’Corneal lens""How  It Is Fitted, How To Wear It 
How to Enjoy It " 
See and hear the inventor of these wonderful invisible glasses tell exactly how Corneal Lenses 
are fitted, how to wear them how they Can bring new confidence and poise to men and 
women who once were forced to wear bothersome glasses all day long. There are 25,000 
wearers enjoying them now in the United States. 
Bob Haywood was the only 
Spartababe to win a first place 
as San Jose State’s Freshman 
swimming team dropped its third 
straight meet, 57-20. to Palo Alto 
High School yesterday afternoon 
in Spartan Pool. 
Haywood, undefeated this year. 
took first in diving with 182.6 
points. Ron Paradises picked 
up seconds in the breaststroke 
and backstroke as did Ron Tuttle 
in the 200-yard freestyle and in-
dividual medley for the Frosh. 
MR KEVIN TUOHY, Inventor of the Corneal Lens, will be guest speaker will personally 
answer all of your questions You will see Corneal Lenses fitted and worn by his associates 
and a group of patients 
Corneal Lenses are especially beneficial for near sighted people 
SPONSORED AS A PUB:IC SERVICE BY OR LIONEL LEWIS, OPTOMETRIST 
To Be Held: Friday, March 2nd, in Conference Room 209, Hotel Sainte Claire, Market and 
San Carlos, 8 p.m. 
When Its ’ Five Minutes To Spring’ 
Your Car will he thinking of 
7 1-ils.ts 
North of 
Roos Bros,
 
Leo & Jess’ Chevron Service 
N. lst P St. James St. 
-- Use your Standard Credit Card -- 
Japan’s Track Mentor 
Accepts Invite to Clinic 
Mikio Oda, coach of Japans 
Olympic track team, has accepted 
an invitation to the first inter-
national Track and Field Clinic 
to be held at Berkeley. June I I-
14, toior to the NCAA track meet 
Lloyd C. (Built Winter. San 
./0.ve State track coach and vice 
president of Ow American Col-
lege Track Hitachi’s Assn., said 
that Odd, who wae 1928 Olympic 
Games hop. step and jump cham- I 
pion, would participate in a panel 
on his specialty  at the clinic. ’ 
  
For further information i onsult 
Dr. Lionel Lewis/Optometrist 
61 South First Street   Cypress 5 4805  Next door to Kay Jewelers 
’This first meeting only, is open to the public so that everyone who is interested in Corneal 
Lenses or who now has them and wants to meet the inventor may do so. You are not obi’ 
gated in an, way to attend any other meetings of this group. Later meetings will be devoted 
to exercises
 and training in the use and wearing of Corneal Lenses 
Special classes available for children 
r. 0 0 
ƒ-ƒWWƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒJEMAI....1.110.IIIIIIIII.110.0.ƒ/ƒ-lu  
  nienerieini’e‘ksa
 
Baseballers
 Set for Big Season SJS Boxing Stars Enter 
Inter-Mountain 
Coach Julie Menendet and ten 
!Spartan boxing enplane to 
1day for Pocatello. Id, where the, 
I will compete with t ice uther t i;. 
, collegiate teams, in the Intel 
Mountain Tournament. 103A1 letteiS 
The rugged Spartans
 will mei.t 
upponents from Michigan Sta:e 
Idaho State, af d Washington 
Ad State in the tourney. 
Representing San Jose in the 
b""t Marti" Friday niatt arc 11..1.1601( 70 T. C Chung, 112 pouncis; Al A, e 
.tar.uu1d2,4;13A41160. 
San 14.e h oth 17 , San los 7s 
Wrestling Sun low. 38, Stanford 0 
.puCULSOan., 1420; ; BwobeivTinatosy 
Stu Rubine, 147; Jim Davis, 156.1 
MAX VCAliSa, 5; Jack Nelson,
 I Swimming Palo Alto Hash SI, Sd 
17,liatnd Mel Ratkavich, heavy- fros 
weight 
t* 20 
Julian, Stroud and Voshall have 
the best chances of annexing 
tournament wins according to 
Menendez Julian probably faces 
the toughest competition in the 
132-pound class where Dick Rail, 
former all-Navy champ; Si Shep-
ardsan of Idaho State, and John 
Butler, NCAA finalist all vie fin 
honors. 
Tourney 
Scortopard 
CHUCK REYNOLDS BOB BORGHESANI 
  
TUCK HALSEY 
 
, 
READY FOR THE FIRST game of the 1956 season are baseballers 
Bill Rahming (above), top hitter from last year’s SJS nine; Chuck 
Reynolds (upper left), letterman outfielder; Tuck Halsey (lower 
left), pitcher-outfielder; Bob Borgliesani (upper right), stellar 
pitcher; and Jerry Clifford (lower right), returning catcher. The  
Spartans meet Stanford Saturday in the season opener. JERRY CLIFFORD 
’Best-Ever’ Spartan Nine 
Will Open Against Tribe 
By BOB BA
R The 1956 edition ofLttie San 
Jose State baseball team, called 
by Coach Walt Williams, "the best 
team we’ve ever had on paper," 
meets the Stanford Indians in 
Palo Alto Saturday in the open-
ingigame of the season. 
Seven returning reg’ulare-end 
a host of top notch Junior col-
lege transfers help increase Coach 
Williams’ optimism for a success-
ful year. Preventing the enthusi-
from soarding too high, is 
Ride
UNITED TAXI 
to Wintermist 
CY 4-2324 
The NEW 
1956 
orld 
Almanac 
and Book of Facts 
just published 
$1 10 
1 plus tax 
I,INDS1Y’S 
BOOKS & STATIONERY 
77 So 1st   CV 2 4161 
the loss of standout Dick Brady 
from the hal corner. and a tough 
schedule which includes 11 games 
against teams from the CIBA loop, 
one of the roughest in collegiate 
baseball. 
Meetings 
Alpha Beta Alpha will hold 1- 
tiation in 1.210 tomorrow at 5 
p.m. Dinner follows at 8 o’clock. 
Canterbury Inquirers meet to-
morrow at 330 p.m in the Stu-
dent Y. Service of Holy Corn-
murdon will be held tomorrow 
morning at 7 o’clock in First 
Christian Church, 80 S. 5th St. 
Black Masque will have pie-
lures taken at today’s meeting at 
2:30 p.m. in Miss Dimmick’s of-
fice. 
Deseret Club meets today at 
3:30 p.m. at the Institute, 10th 
and San Fernando Streets. 
Freshman Class decoration com-
mittee meets today at 3:30 p.m. 
in the Dugout. 
International Radio Engineers 
Will meet today at 7:30 p in. in 
Room E118. 
International Students Organi-
sation will meet today at 3:30 
p.m. 
Newman Club will hear Father 
Duryea speak on the history of 
the Catholic Church in America 
at their meeting tonight at 8:15 
o’clock in Newman Hall, 79 S. 
5th St. 
Student Y social service corn-
mittee meets today at 230 p.m. 
Members will hear Bud Winter 
speak on "Sports Abroad" at their 
meeting tonight at 7:30 o’clock in 
the Student Y. 
Tau Delta Phi will meet today 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Tower. 
Tri Sigma field trip to East-
field Home for Children will be 
held this Saturday. Transports-
tam will be provided. 
SKI RENTALS 
Spartans returning from last 
gear’s team, forming the nucleus 
of this year’s squad, include Bob 
I3orghesani, pitcher; Bill Rehm-
Inc shortstop; Jerry Clifford, 
catcher; Stan Beasley, second 
base; Chuck Reynolds, left field; 
Ed King, first base and Tuck 
Halsey, pitcher - outfielder. Ra-
hming led the 1955 Spartan regu-
lars with a .378 bat mark. Bor-
gisesani topped the State hurlers 
last year with a four won and 
non lost season mark. 
Battling the regulars for spots 
in the lineup are the juniors col-
°lege  newcomers. They include 
Wayne Sink and Dick Garcia, 
catchers; Hal
 Kolstad and Don 
Parrott, pitchers, Harry Deaths, 
first base; Dun Hodgens, third 
base; Ron Skillicoris, shortstop, 
ude Gilbert, Joe Winstead C
 Jim Craig, outfield candidates. 
John Rostomily, up from last 
season’s frosh team, is in the bat-
tle for the first haRe Jut). 
Five pitchers return from 
last year’s squad. but the 
present they are being paced by 
fire balling Rotated. a transfer 
from Hai-Well J.C. The right-
hander threw three nu-hitters 
while at Watsonville. He Is 
rounding Into fine early season 
form according to the baseball 
mentor, and probably will be 
named to start the Stanford 
game. Other hurlers on the 
squad are Bob Chrlsco (1-0). 
Bill Kline (1-1), Jim Johnson (l-1). Halsey (0-1), Don Par-
rott, and Bergheoani. 
I.ast season, State baseballers 
finished out the season with a 
18 won, 14 lost mark. This sea-
son’s slate will see them go against 
such baseball stalwarts as Stan-
ford, California, UCLA, USC, 
Pepperdine, Santa Clara, Univer-
sity of San Francisco, Fresno and 
College of Pacific. 
Besides the loss of Brady from 
last year’s team, Coach Williams 
will also miss Tony Teresa, fteese 
Dick and Doug Boehner. 
Season schedule: 
March 3 At Stanford 2 00 p m. 
10 At California 2 30 
12 Stanford 3.15 
14 At Santa Clara 3 00 
IS Chico State 3 00 
17 San Francisco Slate 12) 1210 
20 Al Sacramento 3 00 
23 At frosno 3 00 
24 Al Fresno 2 00 
26 Al Pepperdine 3 00 
27 Al UCLA 3 00 
28 Al USC 3 00 
April 3 At San Francis,. 3 00 
7 COP (2) I 00 
10 At Stanford 3  1 S 
13 Cal 300 
14 At Cal 1 30 
17 At COP 300 
20 At San Francisco 3 00 
21 At Son Francisco Stat  12 30 
24 San Francisco 3 00 
27 Pepprdine 3 00 
2I Ppperdin  2 30 
Mop 1 Fresno 3 00 
2 Fresno 3 00 
3 Son Francisco 3 00 
Satramento Slot.. 3 IS 
11 Santa CIO, 0 3 00 
12 At Sonia Clara 200 
Tnnis San los  at Cal,lain;a 2 p 
Jose froth 20 
YESIFIDAY S MUSTS 
Voshall will have to get by 
Roger Rouse. 165 pounder from 
Idaho State, to win in his division 
Mike McMurtry, NCAA cham-
pion from Idaho S:ate, spotlights 
the heavyweight divilon. 
The tournament will be con-
cluded Saturday, and the Spar-
tans return to S,in Jose Sunday 
Net Team To Meet 
Rugged California 
Coach Hugh MurnIQ..
 San Jose 
State tennis
 team tibes after its 
first victory of the young sea-
son this afternoon by tangling 
with the California Bears at 2 
p.m on the Berkeley courts 
The Spartans dropped the sea-
son opener
 to Stanford 9-0, last 
week and expect another tough 
match today against the Bears. 
California is rated stronger this 
season than Stanford. 
San Jose’s netters probably will 
be Marty HalfhIll at No. 1 sin-
gles, Cornelius Reese
 at No 2, 
Hal Smith at third. Don Anger 
at fourth, Earl Carmichael at 
fifth arid Joe Norton at sixth 
singles 
Halffiill
 
and Reese will team at 
No. 1 doubles, Smith and Anger 
at No 2 and Carmichael and 
Norton at third doubles. 
CIA STANDINGS 
Team 
, USF 
, Loyola 
St Mary, 
COP 
SAN 5051 
Santa Clara 
Irving Stot  
Ppprdine  
W Lef 
11 0 813 
9 4 1100 
II 4 1121 759 
  
S 816 844 
6 1179 30  
S I 73$ 796 
2 II $at 903 
O 13 12a 1013 
PA 
557 
LAST NIGHT’S RESULTS 
Si . Marys 70 Son iss  60 
USF 87 COP 49 
Santa Clara 70, Frsno 61 
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ROBERT LAWS 
-_S(410// 0/ 1/1 0109 rap it 
288-90 Park Ave. CY 5.9215 Free Parking in Rear 
HAWAII tINIV SUMMER SESSION 
SEVEN
 s A 99 
WEEKS
-r TAX 
EIGHTH ANNUAL YFAR This atigtchd and 
largest %Immo tour of oudy and fun to 
Haeroo, offering more pones, dinners. 
dome entertanment, beach worts, and 
tightseem than any other group thrice 
of reodenre; (I) Ciuututvy on campus, 
or (2) Hotel Apartment at Waikiki 
For Cones.. Girls Only 
HOWARD
 TOURS 
CONSULT 
Mrs. Wm. LaFollette 
171 South I lth 
CY 3-8142 
4Reaclq tin 
ƒSP144;
 
At - 
Time to Get 
Those White Bucks 
and Saddle uords 
in Shape 
we Feature Coral Soles 
SAN FERNANDO SHOE REPAIR 
Specialists in tine Shoe Repairing 
73 E. SAN FERNANDO ST. 
One blocl, from campus between Second and Th,rd Sic 
Phone CV 5-9705 Open 1 30 a m. - S 45 p 
Courtesy and Service 
Service.while-you-wait 
Senior men and 
graduate students 
4 
in Engineering, Physical Sciences, Business  
Administration, Arts and Science 
Here’s your chance to discuss a career in the fast-
moving field of communications and electronics! 
sifieds 
Skiing’s Fun for Everyone 
  Skis, Poles   Toboggans 
  
  Ski Boots   Sleds 
  Ski Pants   Tire chains 
  Ski Parkas   Ski Racks 
MELCOTTON’S 568 W SANTA CLARA 
Open Thursday Evenings Till 9:00 
RFEE PARKING IN REAR . 
Cooked To Order   Any Size   Carry Ovte 
PIZZA 
FOR RENT 
- 
- 
’48 Studebaker, Champion. radio 
and heater, over drive, $175, Good Men’s rooms, kitchen,
 
linen, $25 tires. Axg_aggi
 
month each 833 S. 5th St. 
BELLE MANOR-one vacancy, 
girl’s room and board. 280 S. 11th 
St. CY 5-2387. 
Dutcheas HallTwo  vacancies. 
106 N. 5th St San Jose, CY 3- 
9930. 
$U month, rooms fur boys, 
kitchen privileges, linen, 581 S 
7th St 
Furnished Apt. & bath, accom-
modate 2 girls, 390 S. 6th St. CT 
2-1321. 
or 2 veterans to help share 
house. 378 S. 5th St. CT 5-8980. 
’48 Studebaker, good transpor-
tation, best offer, CY5-5227 after 
3 p.m. 
House for sale, $11,500 or lease, $90. Three bedroom level, Y. acre 
lot fully
 
fenced. Inquire 18581 Pa-
51’O Ledo, Saratoga. 
Four tires on ’42 Stude. $50. 
Will throw in car. CV 7-5879. 
’41 Ford. $13.5e. Ask for Jack 
Carlson, after 5 p in cy 5-9993 
Representatives. from these companies u ill be on hand to discuss your 
qualifications
 and opportunities for a career in the Bell System. 
Pacific Telephone ... needs both 
technical and non-technical grldu-
ates to train for responsible engi-
neering and other types of telephone 
operating work on the Pacific Coast. 
western Electric Company...needs 
engineering and business adminis-
tration graduates to work on the 
distribution and installation of tele-
phone equipment on the Pacific 
Coast, and for field engineering on 
special electronic devices. 
LOST Please sign up in advance at 
Sleeping
 Room, private bath. 
outside entrance.
 170 S. 14th St. Man’s sipper jacket and gloves $25 mo. Return to lost and found Reward 
Room
 near wheel in house withl - 
men students
 Cif 3-3250 
MONTI’S . 1745 El (aminoMountain  View 
FOR SALE 
_ 
WANTED 
The PLACEMENT OFFICE 
Interviewers will be on campus March 5 and 6 
’58 Ford convertible, new top , Wanted-one or twO girls to 
-white walls, radio and heater, ex- . share apartment very close to 
celient condition $395, Call’ UN  campus with two others Contact j 
7 3454 after 5 p m i after 3.30 p m at C1’ 4-9307. I MPH System 
L. 
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Jo Turner Announces
 Agenda 
Completed for Spartacamp 
Agenda for Saa: tacamp. SJS an-
nual
 leadership meet. was an-
nounced last week by Miss Jo Rae 
Turner, publicity chairman. This 
year’s season will be held next ! 
Saturaay and Sunday
 at Asilomar 
in Monterey County. Close
 to 170 
students and advisers will attend ! 
the weekend affair. 
The program fel Saturday. 
March 3. will. be as follows,
 ac-
cording to Miss Turner. 
10.45--Gencrit. rnset:nst 
Show Slate 
CYPRUS 4 5$44 400 SO. Fittest, I 
Road Show Engagement 
ADMISSION -CES 
week Days SAT-SUN 
Id 11 75c ’t.1 4 $1 Gen Adrn 
After 4 S/ 75 $I 75 
AMERICA’S OWN MUSICAL, 
THE PICTURE OF THE YEAR  
GUYS AND 
 DOLLS 
CIPIEMASCOPE art A COLOR. 
STUDIO 
ALL ACTION SHOW! 
David Bryon - Richard Long 
"Fury At 
Gunsight Pass" 
Also--  
Paul Douglas - Ruth Roman 
"Joe Macbeth" 
UNITED
 ARTISTS 
C1NEPAASCORE - WARNER COLOR 
Rossano odeesto - Jock Sarnos 
"HELEN OF TROY" 
-PLUS FEATURETTE - 
24-Hour Alert" 
CALIFORNIA 
Ercod McIALwy Dorohy  Moo’,  
"AT GUNPOINT" 
Also
"3 BAD SISTERS" 
-------- - 
MAYFAIR 
Clark Gable - Lana Turner 
"HONKY TONK" 
Also-
-BILLY THE KID" 
Robert Taylor 
EL RANCHO 
Tow  Top Flight Pictures
"BILLY THE KID"  
AND
’
 HONKY TONK  
TOWNE 
clv of tf., e  
A JOY, A SCREAM, 
’’SHEEP HAS 5 LEGS 
:TARRING INCOMPARABLI 
FERNANDEL 
SARATOGA
 
Truly Outstanding! 
Orson Welles
 in 
SHAKESPEARE’S 
"OTHELLO" 
11:35  Lea: 
  
12:10General  meeting featur-
ing guest speaker Russell Walton, 
assistant manager of the Western 
Division of the National Associ-
ation of Manufacturers 
1:15Session A --"The Prob-
lems of Leader and Group Activ-
ity." 
2:20   Delegation   Part 1, 
panel and movie, Part 2buzz  
sessions 
3:35Session 11   "Simple 
Bookkeeping Techniques"
 
4:30Section C"Techniques  
.ind Planning
 for Social Activi-
ties" 
5:30Cleanup.
 
6:00Dinner.  
7:10Session D"Comm t tee 
Organization and Function." 
8:25General  meeting. 
9:05Recreation period 
11:15Fireside  chat. 
12:30Lights  out. 
Miss
 
Turner announced the 
Sunday. March 4, program as fol-
:ows: 
7:00Rise  and Shine 
8:00Breakfast  
9:00Catholic and Protestant 
church services. 
10:15Session E"Why  We 
Communicate." 
11:15Session Faaai  Case in 
Parliamentary Procedure" 
11:45Packup.  
12:30Lunch  
L20Session G--" EValua t ion 
and Recommendation." 
2:05General meeting and 
guest speaker. 
3:30Homeward bound 
On the Spartacamp committee.; 
arc: Ray Freeman, Joan Healy, I 
Jo Rae Turner, George Wildber- I 
ger, Dean Robert S. Martin, Jack 
Holland, Jim Jacobs, Mrs. Jean- I 
nine Wortman, Raymond E. Wil-
meson_ 
Spartacamp director is Ron 
Schmidt. Dale McPherson and 
Janet
 Meter are assistant camp di-
rectors Dr Mary Wiley is ad-
viser for the group 
Camp counselors for this year’s I 
session are: Dick Arington, Al 
Behr, Don Bickford. Gloria Brown. 
Phyllis Carter, Annie Dutton.’ 
Gayle Gresham, Jerry McCarthy, I 
Jim Morley, Barbara Morton, ! 
Janie Munch, Jeanie Oakleaf, Joan 
Oeser, Don Ryan, Mardel Saun-
eiers, Bill Squires, Nada Stepo-
vich, Dick Takaha. Kay von Til-; 
low.
 Bruce Waite, Doug Williams.
 
and Jacque Wood_ 
Faculty resource leaders are: 
Buford Bush, Miss Ardith Frost. 
alias Frances Outland. Mrs. Lois 
Henderson, Dr. Bruce Ogilvie. ; 
Richard W. Outland, Dr. Edward 
Shaw, Dr. Ruth Tiedeman, Dr. 
-       
Williamson Leads I 
Bible Discussion 
is... ., ::1 the 
Air Force during the last war and 
.urrent home director for the 
World Missions To Children, will 
l’se leading a discussion group ea 
alfferent phases of the te, 
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. in Room 
3:1 of the Administration Build- I 
ng. starting this week. . 
The college students organiza-
eon of the Presbyterian Church,1 
Westminster Foundation, is set-
ans  up the discussions. aecording 
 William J Venuti, assistant 
,ƒrefessor of engineering and 
teniureor f,-tr biaile discussion :rp
AAUP Discussion 
i 
 1 AAUP faculty member: and Prospective members are invitee 0  a discussion today at 3:30 a . ..1 Room H 44. The discussion s... ae on the McConnell Report. a.   ’ pedal emphasis on the state  *ege and the persons it serve.- 
ON JUNE 25, 1956 
the fabulous STOP Study Tour 
for girls departs to 
HAWAII 
(University of Hawaii Summer Session/ 
47 DAYS   S545 
1 .
V DELUXE BEACH APARTMENTS AT THE 
NEW HAWAIIANA HOTEL 
% MIL V PRIVATE POOL V ROUND TRIP AIR 
\ V WONDERFUL SPECIAL EVENTS & PARTIES 
4 
v,ORORITY HOUSEMOTHER 
CHAPERONAGE 
’’’’   2* for details see: 
PLUS 
TAX 
GREENE, BIRDSEYE, NELSON TOURS 
0 
TRAVEL
 ADVISORS
 
24 East
 San Fernando 
up the Street from the COMpuS) 
CY7-2121 
Mi b: n: Wright, Dr Alice De-
ment, Dr G. A. McCallum, and 
Miss Marie Carr 
On the administrative board are 
Dean Stanley Benz, Dean Helen 
Dimmick, Mrs Izetta Pritchard. 
and Lessen Walter 
RON
 SCHMIDT 
Directs
 Camp 
Teheran Univers!
 
Releases Grants 
ty 
The University of Teheran Ls 
offering
 American students two 
fellowships for graduate study or 
research in Iran during 195e-57, 
it was announced today by Ken-
neth Holland, president of the In-
stitute of International Education, 
New York. 
The awards cover maintenance, 
tuition and round-trip transpor-
tation between the United States 
and Iran. Room and board in a 
dormitory is included 
The grants are for study or re-
search in the sciences or humani-
ties, with special opportunities 
for concentration on Persian lan-
guage and literature. A working 
knowledge of the Persian language
 
is required. 
Candidates under 35 years of 
age
 will have preference. Depend-
ents may not accompany the 
grantees Eligibility rrquirements 
are U.S citizenship, bachelor’s 
degree by the time the award is 
to be taken up, a good academic 
record
 and demonstrated capacity 
for independent study or research: 
good character, personality, and 
adaptability and good health. 
Applications may be secured 
from the United States Student 
Department of the Instiue of In-
ernational Educaion. 
Father Announces
 
Newman Club Talk 
Father Duryea announced to-
day that he would feature the 
influence of Cardinal Gibbons this 
evening when he addresses the 
Newman Club with the second 
of a series of talks on the history 
of the Catholic Church in Amer-
ica 
The Newman Club meets in 
Newman Hall. 79 eS. 5th St., 
Wednesdays at 8:15 p.m. 
He also announced that mem-
bers could still sign at Newman 
Hall for the eki trip to be taken 
.he weekend
 
of March 10 and 11 
Mark E Club Holds Open 
House Tomorrow Night 
Mark E, college independent so-
cial group, will hold their open 
house tomorrow night between 
7:30 and 10 o’clock at the Men’s 
Faculty Club, 230 S. 8th St 
Any men interested in joining 
are
 
invited
 to attend, Ro Wauer, 
president of the club, said. An ex-
planation of the club’s policice 
And activities will ht. given. Cake 
:Ind coffee will be served 
_ 
Bedside Manners 
MINNEAPOLIS. Minn (CP- A 
;-:ood bedside manner is as impor-
tant in dealing with a sick animal 
a., it IS la treating a human being. 
an animal ,nutritionist says. 
Dr. Mark L. Morris of Topeka. 
Kan., said veterinarians are becom 
ing increasingly conscious of that 
concept. 
"The manner in %%hell the re-
teptionist
 
greets the sick dog or 
at, the uay the seterinarean and 
al. as...Wants handle the patient. 
Ind the general Over-all appear- ’ 
ance of the veterinarian and his t 
office all greatly influence the pa- , 
rk-nts,  snd thrtr-owners’reac-  I 
’ion to our profession,’ Morris said. ! 
1Ski
 Signup S.F. Colleges See 
IDeadline Fifth Highest Roll 
Is Extended Of Korea Veterans 
Signups
 for the annual Ski 
Club races has been extended un-
til this afternoon at 5 o’clock in 
the Student Affairs Business Of-
fice, Room 16, Dick Alcock, club 
tree-surer announced.
 
Total cost of the trip will be ill 
including
 food and lodging from 
Friday night to Sunday breakfast 
and bus tranisportation to and from 
Soda Springs, where the races 
will be held. Far persons using 
their
 own tratnyortation the cost 
win be $7. 
The club will stay at Hoyfjellet 
Lodge. 
Alcock stated that snow and 
weather conditions should be the 
best of the current season. A snow 
pack of 172 inches with 20 inches 
of powder snow is now on the hill 
at Soda Springs 
The races will be divided into 
four classifications for the men 
and three for the women. An open 
race will
 be held with any Mem-
ber of the club eligible. 
At the club meeting in the Sci-
ence Building last night final ar-
rangements
 for the trip and for 
classification of the racers were 
made. 
’30  Club To Plan 
Trip, Thompson 
Reception Tonight 
"30" Club will hold a meeting 
tonight to finish making plans for 
the Dorothy Thompson reception 
Sunday night which will follow 
her address to the Community 
Forum. 
Janet Bruce, president of the 
club. requests that members make 
a special effort to attend tonight 
as everyone’s help is needed. 
The group also will make plane 
for a field trip in the San Fran-
cisco Chronicle plant March 17, 
and for a rummage sale to be 
held later in the semester. 
Refreshments will be served 
while the business meeting is be-
ing held 
_ 
Faculty Wives See 
Kinescope Scenes 
From TV Dramas 
Kinescope scenes frons f 0 u r 
campus
 television dramas and a 
demonstration of closed-circuit 
TV will be shown faculty wives 
at 1:30 o’clock tomorrow in Studio 
Theater 
Robert 1 Guy, assistant profes-
sor of speech and drama. and 
Dr. Richard B Lewis, professor 
of education, will present the pro-
gram with the assistance of:two 
former graduate students, Mrs. 
Gaither Lee Martin and Roger H. 
:R. Over. 
Go will
 talk (ii "Tel v sio 
The See-Heat Box," and Dr. 
Lewis, Mrs. Martin and Over will 
,giv e a demonstration, using 
closed-circuit TV, of mental ther-
apy methods they developed last 
year at Agnew State Hoepital. 
The State Department of Edu-
cation has designated San Jose 
I State as the center for a pilot 
’study experimenting with the uses 
of closed-circui tclevison in the  
, field of college instruction. 
, In tomorrow’s demonstration 
signals from the two-camera sys-
I tern will be transmitted over tele-
phone lines within the campus 
limits. In later experiments cov-
ering longer distances the sig-
. nals will be beamed by means of 
directional aerials using micro 
wave. 
The San Francisco Regional Of-
fice of the VA showed the fifth 
highest enrollment of Korean vet-
erans in the nation as the fast 
growing Ca bill passed the 700,000
 
mark at the end of 1955, Veterans 
Administration
 announcel today. 
24.545 veterans were in train-
ing.in the bay region at the end of 
1955. This was an increase of 
about 50 per cent over-1054. when 
16,914 veterans
 were enrolled 
The 707,000 veteran-trainees on 
Dec 31, 1955, represented a 30 
per cent increase over the 538,000 
total of a year ago and almost 
tripled the number of veterans in 
:reining two years ago
 across the 
nation. 
, At last
 year’s end, of every 100 
Korea veterans in training, 59 
were in colleges and universities, 
27 were in trade and vocational 
schools, five were taking farm 
training and
 nine were enrolled 
in on the job training courses. 
Recent months have brought an 
lupsurge in the proportion of vet-
I erans going to college under the 
Korean GI Bill,
 the VA disclosed. 
Almost from the beginning of
 the 
GI program, the proportion of 
college bound veterans has been 
slightly more than half of the to-
tal number in training. During 
November and December of 1955, 
the peak of this past fall’s enroll-
ment, the proportion of veteran’s 
in college rose to 59 percent. 
California showed an even high-
er trend of veterans going to col-
lege than the national
 levee In 
northern California. 19,102 veter-
ans, approximately 75 per cent of 
those receiving training, are reg-
istered in colleges and universi-
ties. 
Co-rec To Feature 
Guessing Gallaries 
, Featured en tonight’s Co-rec-
. program are guessing galleries and 
Popular dance instruction under 
the direction of Miss Florence 
Hvde. 
Badminton, volleyball, p i is g pong and box hockey also are in-
cluded in the evening’s entertain-
ment All men
 
and women stu-
dents are invited
 to attend the 
Co-rec program every week in the 
Women’s
 Gym from 7.30 to In 
pel. en-chairman, 
according  ntoEd 51ahany, stu-
dt
Co-reit is a sub-group of the 
Strident Cori- if 
- -   
Dog Rings Bell 
For His Supper 
OSKALOOSA, Ia. (UP)-- There 
are days when Jack Craig wonders 
if he hasn’t
 taught one of his two 
pointer
 dogs his lesson too well 
Ile keeps the dogs in a lien at thi 
hack of hi s lot and if he doesn’t 
take their :.upper
 to them hy 4 
p m. each day the older (log jumps 
the fence and trots to the house 
There, standing on his hind legs. 
he puts a paw on the button and.  
rinses the Wg4-1Wl until he gets 
his food. 
Two State Grads 
Receive Positions 
Mrs. Agnes Barry and Miss 
Roberta Quinn. both graduates of 
San Jose State, have been elected 
president and secretary, respect-
ively, of the Bay Section Home 
Economics Association Both maj-
ored in home economics. 
Mrs. Barry is a teacher at Edi-
son High School in
 
San Jose, and 
Miss Quinn ia "Patricia Collier," 
home economist for the Dole 
Pineapple Co. in San Jose. 
Grad Wins Wings 
After 14 Months’ 
Intensive Training 
Second Lieutenant Gordon b 
McLeod. 15577 Daryle Ave, Sae 
Lorenzo, a former San
 J06e Stat.’ 
student, received the silver wing, 
of an Air Force jet pilot recently 
at Laredo Air Force Base, Texas, 
it was announced today. 
The graduation culminated 14 
months of intensive pilot training
 
in both propeller-driven and jet-
type aircraft. 
Lt. McLeod, son of Mr. and 
Mrs Norman A. Guest, is mar-
ried to the former Bonnie P. Al-
lard of Makward. The 25-year-old 
pilot graduated from SJS in 1954 
with a
 
It S. degree in civil engi-
neering. While at college,
 he was 
an active member of Kappa Tau 
fraternity and Alpha Eta Rho, 
aviation
 fraternity. 
PATRONIZE YOUR 
ADVERTISERS   
HERE IT IS 
AN INDESPENSIBLE ITEM 
FOR CLUBS, LIVING GROUPS, 
FRATERNITIES AND SORORI 
TIES 
BULLETIN BOARD 
* 24-24 inches 
* SJS Ensignia in Full 
* Color at Top 
* Ideal for News Mes-
sages, Announcements 
* Only $7.49 
San Jose Paint 
& WALLPAPER COMPANY 
(Open TH,fis r,f, jilts) 
1125. 2nd St. CV 2-1 4 4 7 
SANTA CRUZ 
ecins it S 
"Five Minutes 
till Spring" 
CONTACT LENS CENTER 
THE EYES 
HAVE IT 
Yes, your eyes keep their 
natural beauty when you 
wear scientifically selected 
contact lenses . . . Come in 
and see us today. 
SPECIALISTS
 WITH THE 
213 S. FIRST 
7 
TUOHY CORNEAL LENS 
CY 7-5174 
NORTH AMERICAN HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY
 OTHER COMPANY IN THE WORLD 
engineers, scientists, physicists,
 mathematicians... 
11. 
CAN YOU THINK 
BEYOND MACH 2? 
Designing Airborne Vehicles of the future travel 
ling at speeds so great that thin air becomes a 
blazing, solid wall ... is the challenge
 that North 
American offers to aeronautical engineers and to 
specialists in most other sciences, 
Join North American’s engineering operations at 
Los Angeles Here’s where the f 100 SUPER 
holder of the world’s first supersonic 
speed record was designed and built. Share
 the 
knowledge and experience
 that has led to North 
Amerman’s supersonic supremacy.
 Be a part of a 
compact team of top engineers and scientists. 
Work on the most advanced projects
 right from 
the start. Enjoy personal rewards and recognition 
from challenging assignments.
 
See your Placement Office for an appointment with the North American Representative, or Write: 
Bill Nance, Rept 56C0E, Engineering Personnel Office, North American Aviation, hic , Los
 Angeles 15,
 Calif. 
Engineering
 Ahead Jot’ a Better Tomorrow 
NORTH AMERMAN AVIATION,INC. 
